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As almost all conversion of raw iron ore to pig iron at the start of the ironmaking process currently
takes place in a blast furnace, these furnaces remain a critical component in the iron and
steelmaking industry. Enhancements in the efficiency of blast furnace operation have a significant
effect on industrial energy consumption, as the process represents nearly 70% of the total energy
consumption of the iron and steelmaking process. Over the past several decades, auxiliary fuel
injection has been adopted as a method of reducing the total amount of coke necessary for furnace
operation. Coke making is both energy intensive and environmentally unfriendly, and as such, any
reduction in coke usage by the blast furnace is positive for the iron and steelmaking industry.
However, the intricate variations in blast furnace raceway conditions and injected fuel combustion
characteristics due to the method and conditions at which auxiliary fuels are injected into the
furnace are still not fully understood.

The goal of this research is to utilize computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling to provide a
deeper level of understanding of the complex relationships between blast furnace injection system
designs and operating conditions on the combustion processes and phenomena within the raceway.
In this vein, a multi-stage 3-D CFD model has been developed and applied to simulate combustion
phenomena within several industrial blast furnace raceway regions. The three primary components
of focus in this research are the tuyere and injection apparatus, raceway formation, and raceway
combustion. A comprehensive CFD methodology for simulation operating conditions and
combustion within the blast furnace raceway has been developed. This methodology utilizes CFD
modeling to simulate conditions within the raceway region. A revised raceway formation model
has been developed to better correspond to industrial observations, and new methodology for
analysis and presentation of simulation results from these models have been developed. The
models have been validated against industrial observation and measurements from three currently

xx
operating industrial blast furnaces. The models have also been utilized to examine varied operating
conditions in the aforementioned furnaces.

Two new methods of exploring raceway gas temperature using simulation modeling were
developed in this research, namely a Topographical Flame Temperature (TOFT) and a Raceway
Adiabatic Flame Temperature (RAFT) analogue. These methods allow for both better validation
of computational modeling results against industrial observation and measurement, as well as
providing a new path to explore raceway gas temperature distribution under unique conditions,
including extremely high natural gas injection rates, which may present potential for significantly
improving the economic and operational efficiency of the furnace.

The analyses of industry blast furnaces provide significant insight into the effects of injection
conditions and apparatus designs upon combustion characteristics and reaction phenomena within
the raceway. Previously unexplored novel fuel injection techniques were explored within this
research, and simulations have indicated that injected fuel burnout rates could be improved by as
much as 23% in specific scenarios and production could be increased by roughly 2.5%. While a
switch to these injection techniques may pose some difficulties in practice, industrial project
partners have already begun trials for implementation on a full-scale furnace.

Finally, this modeling revealed significant potential benefits to blast furnace operation through
modification of natural gas and pulverized coal injection locations, pulverized coal carrier gas type,
injection lance tip design, and other parameters. While these exact parameters cannot be
implemented identically across all plant furnaces, they provide a baseline of fundamental
understanding from which furnace operators and engineers can draw in their ongoing attempts to
optimize combustion efficiency and reduce operational expenditures.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Blast Furnace
Despite recent advances in processes throughout the iron and steelmaking industry, such as the
advent of more efficient direct reduction ironmaking (DRI) technologies and the widespread
application of electric arc furnaces (EAFs) to mini-mills, the blast furnace is still crucial to a
majority of all ironmaking in the United States. A significant fraction of pig iron generated through
the conversion of iron ore is made in blast furnaces, due to the robust nature of the process and
how deeply ingrained it is within traditional steel mills. However, it is energy intensive, and
operation of a blast furnace incurs significant capital expenditures, including maintenance, fuel,
and raw material costs.

The blast furnace is a countercurrent moving packed bed chemical reactor designed with the
purpose of reducing iron ore to liquid iron. This process involves various complex chemical
reactions and flow phenomena that present a variety of unique challenges to experimentation and
numerical modeling alike. During operation, the materials that make up the packed bed, namely
pelletized iron ore, a processed form of coal known as coke, and various fluxes, are charged into
the furnace in alternating layers. Below these layers, which are referred to as the burden, preheated
air, referred to as the hot blast, is driven into the coke in the lower portion of the furnace through
a ring of nozzles along the furnace annulus named tuyeres.

Within the cavities formed by the hot blast in the packed bed, known as raceways, coke combustion
takes place, gasifying carbon and generating heat for furnace operation. Temperatures in this
region of the furnace often exceed 2,000 ˚C, and the combustion process generates significant
amounts of carbon monoxide (CO) gas. This reducing gas reacts with the oxygen present in the
iron ore, removing it. As the ore is reduced, it descends through the furnace and its temperature
rises. The material begins to melt at roughly 1,500 ˚C, and it drips through the packed coke bed to
the furnace hearth, where it amasses into layers of ‘hot metal’ (liquid iron) and slag. The area in
which this process begins to occur is called the cohesive zone, owing to the fact that the ore pellets
within begin to coalesce, forcing gas flow through coke slits between the ore layers. After dripping
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through the coke bed below the cohesive zone and reaching the hearth, liquid can then be removed
from the furnace through the taphole and processed further to achieve the required chemical
compositions. A diagram detailing the general flow patterns, inputs, and regions of a generic blast
furnace is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. General schematic of the blast furnace process [1].

3

Figure 2. Countercurrent moving bed in blast furnace [1].
The distribution of solid materials within the blast furnace has a significant effect on gas flow
patterns, as well as on the shape and location of the cohesive zone. These factors all have an impact
upon the fuel economy, productivity, and stability of blast furnace operations. Reductions in fuel
consumption rates result in energy and cost savings for furnace operators and reduce furnace
emissions by significant amounts.

In addition to the hot blast, various types of auxiliary fuels, such as pulverized coal (PC), natural
gas (NG), and fuel oil, are often injected into the blast furnace raceway. The combustion of these
auxiliary fuels contributes to the generation of heat and reducing gases necessary for furnace
operation, allowing for the replacement of varying amounts of coke. Coke has been integral to
ironmaking within blast furnaces since the inception of the process. However, the creation of coke
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from coal is an expensive and time-consuming activity with significant environmental impacts. In
an effort to reduce coke consumption, the ironmaking industry began to adopt additional focus on
injected fuels, beginning with pulverized coal injection (PCI) in the 1960s. PCI has been widely
implemented throughout the ironmaking industry, and a significant fraction of blast furnaces
operating today utilize some form of auxiliary fuel injection [2,3].

Recently, with the increased availability of natural gas in North America, the ironmaking industry
within the United States has begun to explore the possible benefits of co-injecting natural gas and
pulverized coal [4]. Based on available benchmarking data provided by the Association for Iron
and Steel Technology (AIST), nearly 48% of all North American blast furnaces operated using the
co-injection of natural gas and pulverized coal in 2015, with an average total fuel injection rate of
128 kilograms of injected fuel per metric ton of hot metal produced.

As previously mentioned, this injected fuel can partially take the place of coke for generating heat
and reducing gases in the furnace. However, several difficulties can arise with the use of high rates
of PCI. Reducing the total amount of coke charged into the furnace results in thinner coke layers
within the burden. As coke has a higher permeability than ore layers, this can increase the overall
gas resistance in the upper parts of the blast furnace. Additionally, as the PCI rate is increased,
unburned char and particulate fines can build up within the coke bed, leading to reduced
permeability and furnace instability.

When properly implemented, auxiliary fuel injection has positively affected blast furnace
reduction gas utilization, furnace energy consumption, and operational efficiency. The amount of
coke that can be replaced with a given amount of auxiliary fuel, known as the coke replacement
ratio, is influenced by a wide variety of factors. With this in mind, researchers have placed heavy
focus on the analysis of auxiliary fuel injection techniques.

The reaction phenomena taking place within the blast furnace raceway generate an extremely
inhospitable environment (temperatures in excess of 2,500 ˚C) in which taking accurate
measurements can prove extremely difficult. Direct measurement techniques are often entirely
impossible within the raceway itself, leading to a lack of specific knowledge regarding the
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characteristics of combustion inside. Because of this, studies investigating PCI combustion are
typically limited to the use of either laboratory-based experimentation on simplified models or
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation [5]. CFD modeling is often far less expensive
to undertake than physical experimentation on test rigs in a laboratory, and advances in computer
technology continue to allow for more direct examination of the extreme conditions within the
blast furnace raceway. CFD can provide detailed data regarding fluid flow, heat transfer, and
chemical reactions in the kinds of complex multi-phase flows observed within the raceway,
allowing for the completion of parametric studies examining the effects of various factors upon
the combustion characteristics within the raceway envelope. These studies can be utilized to
investigate the effects of design and operational parameters involving auxiliary fuel injection, in
an effort to enhance the positive impact of auxiliary fuel use on blast furnace performance and
energy efficiency.

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Experimental Blast Furnace Raceway Region Research
The primary goal of the blast furnace process is the reduction of iron ore into liquid iron. In order
to accomplish this, reducing gases must first be generated in oxidizing zones at the lower regions
of the furnace. These raceways are extreme environments containing high temperature gases,
combustion reactions, and turbulent flow patterns. Inside, oxygen from the hot blast air reacts with
coke and injected fuels to produce heat and reducing gases that then rise through the coke bed to
supply the rest of the furnace. Because of its integral nature to the performance of the furnace,
there is a long history of research regarding the furnace raceway region.

Studies of the reactions and combustion processes inside the raceway date back to as early as the
late 1800s, and experimental analysis of the process has continued to the present day. However,
despite this long history of research, there is still a lack of knowledge regarding parameters of the
raceway, including shape and depth, and there is often poor understanding of the complexities of
the processes that occur within the raceway envelope [6]. Industrial practice holds that coke
particles recirculate inside the raceway with gas flow patterns in both horizontal and vertical axes,
however, the exact size and position of this recirculation is unknown, and varies with furnace
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geometry, operating conditions, and raw material inputs. Examinations of raceway properties have
been conducted, with tests on both cold flow models and pilot plants revealing details regarding
the natural transient variations in the raceway size [7]. Experimental studies and industrial practice
have provided steady improvements in knowledge regarding the raceway, allowing operators to
optimize operations over nearly a century and a half of use.

As PCI has become a more popular practice in blast furnace operation to reduce coke usage,
research has begun to focus on establishing a fundamental understanding of the effects of auxiliary
fuel injection on raceway combustion characteristics. Early research includes studies focusing on
the variation of coal type, particle size, blast temperature, and injection lance position in scale test
rigs [8,9]. Observations from these studies indicated that the flow pattern of pulverized coal
particles after exiting the lace have a significant influence on combustibility. Studies have also
been conducted on various methods of enhancing pulverized coal combustion through oxygen
enrichment, novel fuel mixtures, pulverized coal grind size, pulverized coal grade, and other
parameters [10]. In the late 1990s, a wide range of other research projects were undertaken by both
academia and industry research teams with the intent of improving injected fuel combustion,
though these studies focus primarily on the process-scale impacts of various injection technologies
and fundamental understanding of PCI combustion characteristics was still somewhat limited [1114].

Near the turn of the century, research projects were conducted regarding the possibility of injected
alternative fuels in addition to pulverized coal. The most widely adopted co-injected fuel was
natural gas. In contrast to injected solids, natural gas presents advantages related to ease of
injection and maintenance of injection systems, as well as reduction in ash and other particulate
loading in the raceway and coke bed. The development of co-injection practices revealed potential
operational pitfalls relating to the high temperatures and temperature gradients experienced by
injection apparatuses, as well as the possibility for abrasive wear due to solid substances in gas
flows [15]. Recently, analyses of the effects of NG-PC co-injection in blast furnaces have been
conducted, with particular focus on cost-effectiveness [16].
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Additionally, research has indicated that placement of injection lances is critical to combustion
efficiency and stability when dealing with co-injection designs [17-19]. In an effort to further
enhance the benefits of natural gas injection, novel injection techniques have been proposed, such
as heating injected natural gas by passing the flow through the cooled cavities of tuyere elements
[20]. The theoretical benefits of such proposals are not insignificant; however, the ironmaking
industry is often understandably reluctant to adopt these new approaches without significant data
indicating a positive benefit to operations.

1.2.2 Numerical Blast Furnace Raceway Region Modeling
1.2.2.1 Pulverized Coal Injection
As the twenty-first century began, computational methods and technology had advanced to a state
at which modeling of auxiliary fuel injection apparatuses had become possible. Early models made
significant assumptions regarding flow physics and geometry, with many simulations focusing
exclusively on one or two-dimensional representations of the raceway [21]. Some of the earliest
attempts to model raceway conditions were conducted with the assumption of one-dimensional
plug flow within the tuyere and raceway, ignoring mixing between pulverized coal particles and
gas [2,22]. Two-dimensional modeling of the raceway was more advanced; however, turbulent
features of the gas flow field were typically either ignored [23] or simplified [21], and the inherent
limitations of working in two dimensions precludes the examination of complex geometries.

Specific techniques for the simulation of coal particles in multiphase flow regimes have been
undertaken in focused, simplified geometries in an effort to enhance the accuracy and efficiency
of numerical modeling. Studies of the combustion of pulverized coal within a tube-shaped
combustor were conducted using an Eulerian treatment of both gas and particle phases, with
allowances made for mass transfer due to moisture evaporation, devolatilization, and char
reactions. This model was used to simulate 2-D gas-particle flows and was validated against
experimental measurement results. The model indicated that smaller coal particles are heated and
devolatilized more rapidly in the aforementioned combustor [24].

Through the early 2000s simulations were expanded to focus on three-dimensional numerical
models of injected fuel combustion in the raceway. These studies began to examine the effects that
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PCI has upon blast furnace operation, both positive and detrimental. Phenomena examined include
coal particle flow, raceway residence time, with attention paid to examining the effects of coal
particle size, coal injection rate, oxygen enrichment levels, and other factors [25].

One of the earliest mathematical studies examining the effects of pulverized coal and natural gas
co-injection was conducted using a purely theoretical furnace design, not representative of any
industrial furnace. Results focused on the operational impacts of a proposed co-injection setup on
furnace operation, given a broad variety of assumptions regarding the materials considered and
furnace operating regimes. Details such as productivity variations, silicon content, gas
temperatures, coke rates, and carbon emissions were examined [26]. The authors of this research
indicate that the mixing of natural gas and hot blast within the tuyere is critical to the efficiency of
combustion.

The advancement of computer technology began to allow for more complex three-dimensional
mathematical models of multiphase flow patterns, combustion, and heat transfer phenomena in the
mid-2000s. An investigation of pulverized coal injection based on Mittal Steel’s IH7 furnace was
conducted in 2006 [27]. This model developed was capable of simulating pulverized coal transport,
heat transfer, coal devolatilization, char combustion, and other parameters at varying hot blast
temperatures and coal injection rates. It also provides additional capabilities for simulating more
complex geometries, such as different lance configurations.

The late 2000s saw the publication of an increasing number of studies using numerical modeling
techniques to simulate injected fuel combustion in the blast furnace blowpipe, tuyere, and raceway
region. As numerical modeling grew more accurate and less computationally expensive, it began
to supplant some of the more expensive procedures involved in experimental measurement of the
harsh conditions within the blast furnace raceway environment [28,29].

1.2.2.2 Co-injection and Other Auxiliary Fuel Studies
As previously mentioned, various experimental studies have revealed possible benefits related to
the co-injection of pulverized coal with additional oxygen and other auxiliary fuels. However, the
complexities of co-injection and auxiliary fuel combustion both in the tuyere and the raceway are
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not yet fully understood. Numerical modeling provides a method by which flow field interaction,
turbulence, mixing, reaction rates, and other factors can be examined with specific focus on the
influence of wide-ranging design and operational parameters.

A common implementation of CFD simulation to injected fuel analysis is troubleshooting.
Numerical modeling has been utilized to supplement plant trials on a full-scale industrial furnace
undertaken at Dofasco Steel, regarding a switch from single to dual oil injection lances [30]. After
seven months, the plant trials were terminated due to a blowpipe refractory failure, and CFD
modeling of the blowpipe and tuyere region was used to investigate the possibility of overheating
associated with the new lance designs from the trial. This modeling did not include the raceway
outside the tuyere, likely due to the level of computing power available for the project.

Simulations of the tuyere region of a blast furnace at Stelco Inc. Hamilton Works provided insight
into the interactions between natural gas, pulverized coal, and pure O2 during a range of standard
operating conditions [31]. This study indicated that the location of the natural gas lance introduced
a swirl effect in the gas flow inside the tuyere, possibly modifying fuel/air mixing. Further
simulation studies on this furnace examined the effects of modifying parameters such as carrier
gas flow rate, co-axial lance O2 injection rate, blast temperature, and natural gas flow rate [32].
Additionally, this study expanded the computational domain to include the blast furnace raceway.
It was reported that oxygen flow through the annular lance surrounding the pulverized coal plume
can hinder coal combustion, as the coal particles are insulated from heating by the hot blast and
natural gas plume.

Research has also been conducted in combined numerical/experimental stages, with CFD
simulation being supported by and compared to experiments in pilot scale test rigs. Investigations
conducted at Bluescope Operations indicated that numerical modeling could provide accurate
prediction of pulverized coal combustion for many types of coal when simulating the test rig
geometry [33]. A single co-axial lance was used to inject coal particles and oxygen, and several
parameters were varied, including lance design, blast parameters, and coal type and grind. An
examination was also made of the effects of tuyere length upon coal combustion and gas flow
patterns. Lance design modifications were found to have a significant impact upon the segregation
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of coal particles within the plume, and designs that enhanced particle dispersion resulted in higher
levels of combustion in the raceway. Further exploration of this injection rig was conducted in a
secondary project, with special focus on the effectiveness of lance tip design modifications [34].
Additionally, the CFD model was used to examine an issue of buildup inside the tuyere related to
an increase in coal ash content in the Bluescope furnaces.

Further work regarding the Bluescope furnaces reports on a comparison of process parameters and
their influence on coal combustion [35]. Parameters studied include coal size and type, blast
temperature, and blast oxygen content. Once again, a co-axial lance was utilized. Two different
methods were used to calculate total fuel consumption over the computational domain, one which
only looked at the portion of the edge of the raceway in line with the tuyere axis, and the other
which used the entire outer boundary of the raceway to calculate fuel burnout.

A recent analysis of natural gas and pulverized coal co-injection in the blowpipe and tuyere region
examined the potential benefits of unique lance designs with respect to the costs incurred through
the development and implementation of such lances [36]. Further examination of this work
explored varied lance tip designs and configurations, including a single lance vs. dual lance design
comparison [37]. Additional recent studies have explored the concept of coal injection methods
using oxy-coal injection and cooling gases for improving injected fuel burnout and allowing for
higher PCI rates [38,39].

Also of note is the work that has been done over the past several decades relating to raceway
formation. Some efforts focused on developing basic relationships between gas flow velocities and
raceway size using physical models and testing [40,41]. Other efforts assumed a spherical raceway
shape, allowing for studies based on momentum balancing to predict the total size of the raceway
envelope [42,43]. More recently, several research projects regarding raceway shape and size have
been undertaken using two-phase Eulerian-Eulerian CFD modeling [44,45].

1.3 Research Objectives
This research has six primary objectives.
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1. To develop and revise 3-D CFD models of gas flow, raceway formation, and chemical
reactions under different hot blast and injection conditions and furnace geometries.
2. To develop a new method for presenting the spatial variations in raceway flame
temperature, as an alternative to the industry standard Raceway Adiabatic Flame
Temperature (RAFT) calculation.
3. To develop a new method for determining an analogue to RAFT from simulation modeling
results to use for comparison with industrial data and simulation validation.
4. To utilize the aforementioned CFD models to analyze the feasibility and efficacy of
previously unexplored techniques for blast furnace operation, and provide enhanced
designs and operating conditions for adoption of such techniques at an industrial blast
furnace.
5. To establish enhanced operating conditions for injection apparatuses in the blast furnace
through numerical simulation by varying auxiliary fuel injection rates, lance designs,
injection position within the tuyere, and injection methods, and to highlight specific
guidelines that can lead to improved operation with respect to the influences of various
parameters on combustion characteristics within the tuyere/raceway region of the blast
furnace.
6. To develop practices and operating conditions with the aim of minimizing wear and
degradation experienced in industrial blast furnaces with regards to the auxiliary fuel
injection system, and by extension reduce required maintenance downtime.

1.4 Assessment of Benefits
As a carbon intensive process, consuming coke, pulverized coal, natural gas, and other
hydrocarbon based fuels, the blast furnace has significant CO2 emissions. Most of the carbon
introduced into the furnace through either the burden or fuel injection will be transformed into
gaseous form and will be released through the top of the furnace. The remainder of the carbon in
the process is dissolved into the hot metal, and will be refined in various downstream processes in
the steelmaking plant.
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Figure 3. Carbon in the blast furnace process.

At the most simplistic level, mass and energy balance determines the total rate of carbon
consumption by the blast furnace. The heat generated via carbon combustion is utilized to provide
energy for the reactions in the furnace stack, such as the melting of hot metal and the direct
reduction of FeO. Additionally, there must be enough carbon monoxide (and hydrogen gas in coinjection cases that utilize natural gas injection) generated through combustion for the indirect
reduction reactions of Fe3O4 and Fe2O3. Reducing the overall furnace carbon rate will reduce CO2
emissions while simultaneously reducing the operational cost of the blast furnace process.

With this in mind, the key benefit of increasing injected fuel rates has to do with coke replacement.
Coke making is a process through which low-ash, low-sulfur bituminous coal is converted into a
high-carbon content fuel through destructive distillation. This process requires the heating of coal
to extremely high temperatures so that large molecules begin to break down. In addition to
reducing the release of toxic gases from the coke making process, the energy saved through
replacing coke with injected fuels is significant from an economic perspective. However, efficient
coke replacement relies heavily on optimization of injected fuel combustion, so as not to waste
carbon or energy. Un-combusted carbon will eventually exit the furnace dissolved into the hot
metal, and will be released as CO2 after processing in the Basic Oxygen Furnace and other
downstream portions of the steelmaking process. Furnace operators also see un-combusted carbon
as a negative because it is in essence nothing more than wasted fuel.
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Raising the auxiliary fuel injection rate is of interest to industrial blast furnace operators, as it
reduces total operating costs and helps to meet emissions standards. However, complications
related to high PCI rates have been recognized throughout the industry, and in order to circumvent
these difficulties, a better understanding of injected fuel combustion inside the raceway is required.
Unique methods have been proposed to increase fuel injection, but without a full understanding of
the effects that these proposed designs and operating conditions could have upon reaction
conditions within the raceway, enthusiasm for direct implementation is often limited.

The CFD modeling work conducted in this research has been used to examine the details of
auxiliary fuel combustion characteristics within the tuyere and raceway. CFD modeling techniques
and methodology have been developed and implemented to simulate the phenomena within an
active industry-scale blast furnace raceway. Simulations have explored a number of novel concepts
regarding blast furnace auxiliary fuel injection and their effects upon furnace operation. A new
technique for conveying pulverized coal into the furnace using natural gas instead of carrier air or
nitrogen was developed, with modeling predicting a 23% increase in injected fuel burnout and a
potential increase in productivity of 2.5% from application to an industry-scale blast furnace.

Additionally, research explored the influence of high natural gas injection rates on gas species and
temperature distribution within the furnace raceway, with an eye towards improving understanding
of the limitations preventing higher levels of natural gas injection. The replacement ratio of natural
gas typically starts around 1 kg of gas per 1.05 kg of coke and decreases as the injection rate of
gas increases. Better understanding of raceway conditions under high rates of natural gas injection
are necessary to maintain or even increase this replacement ratio. For a typical North American
blast furnace operating at 5,500 MTHM/day (metric tons of hot metal per day), with a coke rate of
390 kg/MTHM, a PC rate of 90 kg/MTHM, and a NG injection rate of 60 kg/MTHM, a shift in
replacement ratio from 1-1.05 to 1-1.3 would result in 15 kg/nthm in coke savings. At a coke price
of $225/metric ton, this equates to roughly $8.2 million in annual savings for a single blast furnace.

Additionally, visualization of the blast furnace raceway in this research led to the development of
a new method for examining raceway flame temperature through the use of a topographical
distribution as opposed to a single value as represented by standard industrial Raceway Adiabatic
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Flame Temperature (RAFT) calculations. These newly proposed techniques can provide the
industry with tools for operator training and further furnace analysis, including the development
of clear pathways toward stable and efficient fuel injection. Additionally, improved understanding
of combustion within the raceway highlights future avenues for potential furnace operational
optimization.
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CHAPTER 2. CFD MODELS

Modeling of the blast furnace raceway is conducted using two sub-models. One focuses on
phenomena near the blowpipe, tuyere, and injection lances, while another models the formation of
the blast furnace raceway and combustion inside the raceway envelope. Many CFD studies assume
a pre-defined size and shape for the raceway geometry before proceeding to calculate combustion
reactions, gas flow patterns, temperature distributions and other parameters within the envelope.
Instead, the raceway sub-model and methodology developed and utilized in this research calculates
the raceway size and shape to better represent the influence of changing operating conditions on
flow and combustion phenomena. A robust methodology is utilized to integrate the CFD submodels into a single simulation technique.

2.1 CFD Model for Blowpipe, Injection Lances, and Tuyere
2.1.1 General Description and Model Assumptions
There are a variety of complex phenomena taking place within the blast furnace blowpipe-tuyere
region. Additionally, the geometry and relative positioning of the injection lances, tuyere, and
blowpipe can vary significantly between blast furnaces. With this in mind, the comprehensive CFD
model must be capable of accurately representing 3-D turbulent multi-phase flow, heat transfer
between high temperature gases, lance walls, injected gases, and solid coal particles, and the
initialization and continuation of coal and natural gas combustion inside the tuyere.

The following general assumptions were made in the development of this model:
1. As conditions within this zone are typically held constant for long periods of time during
standard operation, a steady-state simulation approach was used for the flow inside the
blowpipe and tuyere.
2. Conditions are typically identical between tuyeres inside the blast furnace, and a simulation
of a single tuyere can be used to represent conditions throughout the furnace.
3. Solid particles of pulverized coal are treated as a Lagrangian discrete phase.
4. A pre-defined size distribution is adopted for coal particles based on industrial coal sizing
data, and all coal particles are assumed to be spherical.
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5. Radiative heat flux from the inside the raceway is represented through a specified radiative
boundary condition at the tuyere exit.

2.1.2 Governing Equations and Phenomenological Models
As the average Reynolds number for flow within the blast furnace tuyere and raceway is quite high,
the entirety of the flow domain is in the turbulent regime. Therefore, gas flow conditions in this
research are calculated based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The
RANS equations account for the randomized variations of flow properties due to turbulence via
the Reynolds stresses term introduced by decomposing flow properties into mean and fluctuating
components. The generalized form of this equation is as follows:
∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜙𝑢) = ∇ ∙ (Γ𝜙 ∇𝜙) − ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑡 𝜙 𝑡 ) + 𝑆𝜙

(1)

where 𝜙 is the general property modeled. When 𝜙 = 1.0, the generalized equation represents mass
conservation for the gas phase, also known as continuity. When 𝜙 = velocity, the generalized
equation represents conservation of momentum. When 𝜙 = enthalpy, the equation represents
conservation of energy. Γ is diffusivity, representing mass diffusion in the conservation of
momentum equation, the viscous term in the conservation of mass equation, and heat conduction
in the conservation of energy equation. The second term on the right-hand side of the equation
represents the influence of Reynolds stresses in the fluid momentum equations. Within this
term, 𝑢𝑡 represents the fluctuating components of velocity due to turbulence. Similarly, 𝜙 𝑡 is the
fluctuating component of the transported property, whether that be velocity or a scalar property.
Additionally, 𝑆𝜙 is a source term.

2.1.2.1 Turbulence Modeling
The existence of Reynolds stresses in the RANS equations, however, mean that the equations are
not closed. One of the most common resolutions to this problem is the application of the
Boussinesq hypothesis relating the values of Reynolds stresses to the gradients observed in mean
velocity.
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In suffix notation the hypothesis can be written as:
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑢

2

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = −𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑗𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 (𝜕𝑥 𝑖 + 𝜕𝑥𝑗) − 3 𝜌𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗
𝑗

𝑖

(2)

where 𝜇𝑡 is the turbulent or eddy viscosity (representing the turbulent transfer of momentum by
eddies and the corresponding internal friction) and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta (𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝑗 and
𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗). k is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass of eddies in turbulent flow, which
can be represented by:
1 ̅̅̅̅
𝑡2 + ̅̅̅̅
𝑘 = 2 (𝑢
𝑣 𝑡2 + ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑤 𝑡2 )

(3)

This energy is generated by fluid shear, friction, or buoyancy, or via external forces occurring at
larger eddy scales. It is then transferred down through turbulent length scales through the
turbulence energy cascade until it is dissipated into internal thermal energy via viscous resistance.
This dissipation occurs overwhelmingly at the finest scale of turbulent flow structures, the
Kolmogorov microscale. For typical operating conditions observed in this research, the
Kolmogorov length scale (calculated based upon the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence
dissipation rates) ranges from 28.45 μm down to 9.00 μm. The corresponding time scales range
from 0.047 milliseconds to 0.00467 milliseconds.

In a similar vein, turbulent transport of other scalar properties are taken to be proportional to the
gradient of the mean value of that property. In suffix notation once more, we have:
𝜕𝜙

−𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑡 𝜙𝑗𝑡 = Γ𝑡 𝜕𝑥

𝑖

(4)

where Γ𝑡 is the turbulent or eddy diffusivity. As turbulent transport of both momentum and scalar
properties is due to the same mechanism (that of eddy mixing) it is often assumed that the value
of turbulent diffusivity is close to that of turbulent viscosity. Experiments in various flows have
put forth that this ratio is almost always a constant. This relationship is often known as the
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Reynolds analogy. With this in mind, unity is most often selected as the ratio between turbulent
viscosity and diffusivity (turbulent Prandtl number) [46].
Gas phase turbulence is then described through the use of the standard k-ε turbulence model, a
semi-empirical model based on transport equations for turbulent energy (k) and the turbulence
dissipation rate (ε) [47]. In this model, the velocity and length scales of large-scale turbulence are
defined as:
𝑣 = 𝑘1/2

𝑙=

(5)

𝑘 3/2

(6)

𝜀

For a generic case under blast furnace operating conditions representative of those found in this
research, the large-scale turbulent length scales in the k-ε model are near 0.013 m in the blowpipe.
These length scales are far smaller than the size of the simulation domain, and are on the same
order of scale as the computational grids. Grids of this size do not come close to approaching the
Kolmogorov microscales, which are on the order of micrometers.
The transport equations for k and ε are as follows:

Turbulent kinetic energy (k):
μ

∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑘𝑼) = ∇ ∙ (𝜎 𝑡 ∇k) + 2μ𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑗 . 𝑆𝑖𝑗 − 𝜌𝜀

(7)

𝑘

Turbulence dissipation rate (ε):
μ

𝜀

∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜀𝑼) = ∇ ∙ (𝜎𝑡 ∇𝜀) + 𝐶1𝜀 𝑘 2μ𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑗 . 𝑆𝑖𝑗 − 𝐶2𝜀 𝜌
𝜀

where μ𝑡 , the turbulent viscosity, is defined as:

𝜀2
𝑘

(8)
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μ𝑡 = 𝐶𝜌𝑣𝑙 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇

𝑘2

(9)

𝜀

and the production term can be expanded in the manner of:
𝜕𝑢 2

𝜕𝑣 2

𝜕𝑤 2

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑣 2

𝜕𝑢

μ𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑗 . 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = μ𝑡 {2 [(𝜕𝑥 ) + (𝜕𝑦) + ( 𝜕𝑧 ) ] + (𝜕𝑦 + 𝜕𝑥) + ( 𝜕𝑧 +

𝜕𝑤 2

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑤 2

) + (𝜕𝑧 + 𝜕𝑦 ) }
𝜕𝑥

(10)

The five constants in these equations, 𝐶𝜇 = 0.09, 𝜎𝑘 = 1.00, 𝜎𝜀 = 1.30, 𝐶1𝜀 = 1.44, and 𝐶2𝜀 =
1.92, are defined based on wide-ranging data fitting for a broad spectrum of turbulent flows.

This methodology is widely utilized in CFD modeling for its robust, flexible nature when it comes
to confined flows where Reynolds shear stresses are crucial [46]. While this model has some
limitations in accuracy when attempting to resolve unconfined flows and boundary layer
separation (delayed and reduced separation when compared to experiments), it has been widely
utilized in internal industrial flow applications and also presents a significant advantage in
computational efficiency when compared to more complex methods such as the Reynolds stress
equation model (RSM). The Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE)
scheme is utilized to solve the discretized form of the RANS equations, with second order upwind
discretization for momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulence dissipation rate, species, and
energy.

2.1.2.2 Coal particle motion
The Lagrangian discrete phase model is utilized to model the motion of pulverized coal particles
within the continuous fluid phase. This dispersed phase is solved by tracking injected coal particles
that can exchange momentum, mass, and energy with the gas phase as they travel through the
calculated gas flow field. The trajectory of a discrete phase particle is predicted by integrating the
force balance upon that particle. This force balance can be written as:
⃑𝑝
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐹𝐷 (𝑢
⃑ −𝑢
⃑ 𝑝) +

𝑔⃑(𝜌𝑝 −𝜌)
𝜌𝑝

+𝐹

(11)
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where 𝐹 is an additional acceleration term (virtual mass force, pressure gradient forces,
thermophoretic forces, and lift due to shear), 𝐹𝐷 (𝑢
⃑ − ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑢𝑝 ) is the drag force per unit particle mass,
and where FD is calculated via the spherical drag law:
18𝜇 𝐶𝐷 𝑅𝑒

𝐹𝐷 = 𝜌

2
𝑝 𝑑𝑝
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(12)

Additionally, 𝑢
⃑ is the gas phase velocity, ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑢𝑝 is the velocity of the particle phase, μ is the molecular
viscosity of the gas, ρ is the gas density, 𝜌𝑝 is the effective particle density, and 𝑑𝑝 is the diameter
of the particles. Re is the relative Reynolds number, defined here as:

𝑅𝑒 ≡

⃑ 𝑝 −𝑢
⃑|
𝜌𝑑𝑝 |𝑢
𝜇

(13)

The turbulent dispersion of particles is accounted for via the inclusion of turbulent fluid velocity
fluctuations in the calculation of trajectory. This fluctuation is determined with the discrete random
walk (DRW) model. Here, the fluctuations are divided into piecewise constant functions of time,
over a length of time corresponding to the lifetime of turbulent eddies.

2.1.2.3 Particle heat and mass exchange
Heat and mass exchange is handled through several laws including inert heating and cooling,
devolatilization, surface combustion, and a multicomponent particle definition. An inert heating
and cooling law governs particle heat transfer until it exceeds the vaporization temperature,
utilizing a heat balance to account for the influences of convective and radiative heat transfer to
and from the particle.

𝑚𝑝 𝐶𝑝

𝑑𝑇𝑝
𝑑𝑡

= ℎ𝐴𝑝 (𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑝 ) + 𝜀𝑝 𝐴𝑝 𝜎(Θ4𝑅 − 𝑇𝑝4 )

(14)

where mp is the particle mass, Cp is the particle heat capacity, Ap is the particle surface area, 𝑇∞ is
the continuous phase temperature near the particle surface, h is the convective heat transfer
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coefficient (W/m2K), εp is the emissivity of the particle, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and
ϴR is the radiation temperature.

Once beyond the vaporization temperature, volatiles are released into the gas phase as additional
species (a combination of a low molecular weight hydrocarbon species and CO), decreasing the
particle mass. This devolatilization process continues for as long as the particle mass is greater
than the mass of non-volatile material. Coal devolatilization is modeled through the use of two
competing first-order irreversible reactions, dependent upon the mass of dry ash-free (daf) coal,
and with the following form [48].
𝑘1

⏞ (1 − 𝛼1 )𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟1 + 𝛼1 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠1
𝑑𝑎𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 →

(Reaction 1)

(15)

(Reaction 2)

(16)

𝑘2

⏞ (1 − 𝛼2 )𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟2 + 𝛼2 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠2
𝑑𝑎𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 →

The rates of these reactions, k1 and k2, defining the speed of volatile release over different
temperature ranges, are of the form:
𝑘1 = 𝐵1 𝑒 −(𝐸1 /𝑅𝑇𝑝 )

(17)

𝑘2 = 𝐵2 𝑒 −(𝐸2 /𝑅𝑇𝑝 )

(18)

The first reaction is dominant at lower coal temperatures, while the second becomes dominant at
temperatures over 1,220 K. The second reaction also generates much higher devolatilization rates
from the coal than the first. Kinetics for these two reactions are sourced from published literature
on curve fitting with experimental data [49], where E1 = 17.6 kcal/mole, B1 = 3.7 x 105 s-1, E2 =
60 kcal/mole, and B2 = 1.46 x 1013 s-1.

The production of volatiles from these two reactions is given by the sum of two release rates of
the form:
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𝑚̇𝑛 = 𝛼𝑛 𝑚𝑐𝑢 𝑘𝑛 , 𝑛 = 1, 2

(19)

where αn is a mass stoichiometry coefficient (in this research, α1 is equivalent to the fraction of
volatile in the coal, and α2 is equal to 1.5 * α1) and mcu is the mass of the unreacted part of the coal
particle.

After all volatile material contained within a given coal particle has been released, surface
combustion begins to consume the combustible fraction (carbon or char) of the particle. The
kinetic/diffusion surface reaction rate model of Baum and Street [50] and Field [51] is used to
represent surface combustion. In this, a diffusion rate coefficient and a kinetic rate are weighted to
develop a combustion rate for char as follows:

𝑚̇𝑝 = −𝐴𝑝

𝜌𝑅𝑇∞ 𝑌𝑜𝑥 𝐷0 𝑹
𝑀𝑤,𝑜𝑥 𝐷0

, 𝐷0 = 𝐶1
+𝑹

(

𝑇𝑝 +𝑇∞ 0.75
2

𝑑𝑝

)

, 𝑹 = 𝐶2 𝑒 −(𝐸/𝑅𝑇𝑝 )

(20)

where Ap is the particle surface area, R is the universal gas constant, Yox is the mass fraction of
oxidant species, Mw,ox is the molecular weight of the oxidant species, R is the kinetic rate, and D0
is the diffusion rate coefficient. Rate constants are defined depending upon the coal blend. Heat
and mass transfer are incorporated into gas phase source terms within the governing equations. It
should be noted that the particle absorbs a fraction of the heat generated by combustion (0.3 when
the product is CO2) and as such, the only the remainder of this heat is added to the gas phase as a
part of the source term.

To simplify particle drag and motion calculations, the size of particles is held constant in this
model, with decreasing density accounting for the reduction in mass. The surface reaction provides
a source term for the particle transport equation, and it serves as a gas phase species source. The
reaction also produces or consumes energy with a magnitude dependent on the heat of reaction.
As previously mentioned, the inert heating or cooling laws are applied once more, after all char
has combusted or reacted with gas. Heat is transferred to or from the coal particle as it traverses
each computational cell, serving as a source in the gas phase energy equation. Once this
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combustible material has been consumed, any remaining ash reverts to the inert heating law
governing heat transfer.

2.1.2.4 Gas Phase Chemical Reactions
Gas phase chemical reactions occur whenever reactants are mixed on a molecular level at
temperatures high enough to initialize the reaction. In this research, reactions are simulated using
species transport conservation equations, similar to the generic scalar transport equation. A generic
form of the species conservation equation is detailed below.
𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑌𝑖 ) = 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌Γ𝑖 𝛻𝑌𝑖 ) + 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖

(21)

where Yi is the local mass fraction of a given species, i, Ri is the net production rate of that species
via chemical reactions, Γi is the species diffusion coefficient (viscosity in m2/s) and Si is the rate
of creation of that species from other sources. In the case of the blast furnace, Si primarily stems
from the release of volatiles from pulverized coal particles.

As turbulence time scales are often quite low under flow conditions in the blast furnace, the EddyDissipation Concept (EDC) model was utilized to simulate detailed chemical kinetics [52]. The
standard Eddy-Dissipation model was considered, however, as kinetics for multi-step reactions
based on Arrhenius rates are available for natural gas, the EDC model was selected to model this
multi-stage process. The EDC model includes more complex chemical reaction mechanisms in
turbulent flows. Combustion reactions are assumed to take place within turbulent flow structures
at the same scale as or smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale. Assuming that turbulence is
essentially isotropic at this small scale (a far smaller scale than the scale of a single computational
grid cell required in the k-ε model), the length fraction of the fine structure regions can be defined
based on turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate.
𝜈𝜀 1/4

𝜉 ∗ = 2.1377 (𝑘 2 )

where ν is the kinematic viscosity.

(22)
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For typical conditions within this research, this fraction ranges from 0.042 to 0.136. The
corresponding time scale of reactions in this model can also be given in terms of the turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate, and range from 0.002 milliseconds to 0.019 milliseconds.
𝜈 1/2

𝜏 ∗ = 0.4082 (𝜀 )

(23)

For these rapid times, the fine scale regions can be treated as well-stirred, constant pressure
reactors, with initial conditions defined based upon the current species fractions and temperature
within the computational cell. Reactions within the fine scales occurring over the given time scale
are then governed by the direct use of Finite-Rate kinetics, through a 28-step mechanism detailed
by M. Jazbek et al [53]. The molar consumption or production of a given species for a given
reaction can be written as:
𝜂′

𝜂"

𝑗,𝑟
𝑗,𝑟
𝑁
𝑅𝑖,𝑟 = (𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝛼𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 ) (𝑘𝑓 ∏𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗,𝑟 − 𝑘𝑏 ∏𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗,𝑟 )

(24)

where αreact and αprod are the stoichiometric coefficients for the species reactant or product in the
reaction, kf and kb are the forward and backward rate constants for the reaction, Cj,r is the molar
′
"
concentration of species j in reaction r, and 𝜂𝑗,𝑟
and 𝜂𝑗,𝑟
are the rate exponents for reactant and

product species j in reaction r.

This mechanism utilizes 15 species in the reactions of natural gas, including O2, H2, H2O, H, O,
OH, HO2, H2O2, CO2, CO, CH4, CH3, CH3O, CH2O, and HCO. The species that enter the
combustion process and those that are stable products of reaction are CH4, H2O, O2, H2, CO, and
CO2. The corresponding source term in the species conservation equation for a given species i is
represented by Equation (25).
𝜌𝜉 ∗2

𝑅𝑖 = 𝜏∗(1−𝜉∗3 ) (𝑌𝑖∗ − 𝑌𝑖 )
where 𝑌𝑖∗ is the fine-scale species mass fraction after reacting over time τ*.

(25)
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Due to the complexity and variety of computational geometries encountered in the blast furnace
blowpipe and tuyere region, including custom lance tips and varying auxiliary fuel injection
positions, the commercially available CFD package ANSYS Fluent® is used to solve the governing
equations for the gas and particle phases.

2.2 CFD Model for Raceway Formation
2.2.1 General Description and Model Assumptions
The blast furnace raceway deals with a slightly less complex physical geometry than the tuyere
and blowpipe region, given that the raceway region is set entirely in slice of the cylindrical blast
furnace. However, the introduction of a packed bed of coke particles directly outside the tuyere
adds a new layer of complexity to the simulation model. As previously mentioned, the CFD models
in this study aim to calculate the raceway size and shape, as opposed to using a fixed raceway
cavity inside a coke bed. This requires the selection of a method for tracking the movement of not
only the gas phase and injected coal particles, but also the solid coke particles already in the furnace.

The methodology for conducting CFD modeling of the raceway includes two major components,
both developed using a comprehensive Eulerian approach. First, the formation of the raceway is
simulated using a transient approach. Gas flow matching the mass flow rate exiting the tuyere
enters a packed bed of coke, simulated using a continuous granular phase. This simulation is used
to generate a static porosity distribution file which is then transferred to the second portion of the
raceway simulation model to calculate heat transfer, combustion, and other chemical reactions in
a steady state solver. The changes in gaseous temperature affect fluid density, which is then
transferred back to the raceway formation simulation. Additionally, a source term in the continuity
governing equation serves to represent the additional mass generated via combustion reactions of
oxygen with coke. An iterative procedure is then adopted, running each simulation based on data
from the previous step until the raceway shape converges.

The following assumptions were made in the development of the raceway formation model:
1. The coke bed is treated as a continuous granular phase with a constant particle size.
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2. Momentum interaction between the granular and gas phases is handled through source
terms estimating gas-solids drag.
3. Combustion, chemical reactions, and heat transfer are not included, and there is no mass
exchange between continuous phases. However, source terms are introduced to take into
account the influence of gas generation and density changes calculated in the combustion
model.

Most modern blast furnaces utilize anywhere from 20 to 40 tuyeres, depending on the furnace size,
volume, and production rate. Figure 4 illustrates a sample horizontal cross-section diagram of a 20
tuyere blast furnace at the tuyere level. As previously mentioned, the conditions in each tuyere are
often uniformly consistent around the annulus of the furnace. While this can vary in practice, the
optimal operating conditions of a given blast furnace are typically aimed at annular uniformity.
Because of this, the CFD models utilized in this study simplify the blast furnace annulus to a single,
periodic domain focused on the gas flow conditions, raceway shape, and combustion generated by
the corresponding tuyere.

Figure 4. Simplified cross-section of the blast furnace at tuyere level.
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In the initial implementations of this methodology, the commercially available CFD package
ANSYS Fluent® was used to simulate raceway formation. However, while commercial codes
provide a straightforward platform for the design of various furnace geometries, the transfer of
information between Fluent and the in-house code requires additional manual data modification
and processing between each step of the iteration process, resulting in extended total runtimes.

In an effort to address this limitation, a new FOTRAN CFD solver has been developed. This new
solver is capable of functioning in concert with the raceway combustion solver detailed in section
2.3, increasing computational speed and removing the requirement for manual intervention in the
simulation process. Additionally, the new solver utilizes the aforementioned primary governing
equations and assumptions in conjunction with an enhanced treatment for interphase momentum
exchange to remove some assumptions regarding momentum transfer between the gas and solid
phases at high velocities.

2.2.2 Governing Equations and Phenomenological Models
This section details the governing equations and phenomenological models utilized by both the
commercial and in-house modeling approaches to simulating the raceway shape. As previously
mentioned, raceway formation is modeled through the use of a comprehensive 3-D Eulerian
continuum approach. Each phase is treated as interpenetrating continua in the mathematical
formulation of the model. In order to account for the effects of multiple phases upon the governing
equations, α, a variable tracking phasic volume fraction, is introduced, corresponding with the use
of density. Within any given cell, the volume fractions of all phases, gas and coke in this case,
must sum up to one. This model was developed based on a large body of published correlations
and previous work from a wide range of sources [54-60], incorporating specific enhancements to
allow for shifting definitions of both particle drag coefficient and terminal velocity ratio.

2.2.2.1 Conservation equations and inter-phase momentum exchange
The general form of the governing equations is:
∇(𝛼𝑖 𝜌𝑖 𝜙) + ∇ ∙ (𝛼𝑖 𝜌𝑖 𝜙𝑢
⃑ 𝑖 ) = ∇ ∙ (Γ𝜙 ∇𝜙) + 𝑆𝜙

(26)
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where 𝛼𝑖 is the volume fraction of the ith phase, 𝜌𝑖 is the material density of the ith phase, and 𝑢
⃑𝑖
is the gas phase velocity vector.

For gas phase momentum:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) + ∇ ∙ (𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) = −𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 ∇𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏̿𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑔 +

𝐾𝑔𝑠 (𝑢
⃑𝑝−𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) + (𝐹𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝐹𝑣𝑚,𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝐹𝑡𝑑,𝑔𝑎𝑠 )

(27)

where 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the volume fraction of the gas phase, alternatively known as the void fraction, 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠
is the material density of the gas phase, and 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the gas phase velocity vector.
Additionally, 𝜏̿𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the gas phase stress tensor, expressed by:
2

𝑇
𝜏̿𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠 (∇𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 + ∇𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠
) + 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 (𝜆𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 3 𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) ∇ ∙ 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝐼 ̿

(28)

where 𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠 and 𝜆𝑔𝑎𝑠 are the shear and bulk viscosity of the gas phase, and the Boussinesq
hypothesis is once again utilized to relate the Reynolds stresses to gradients in mean velocity.
Additionally, 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the pressure in the fluid phase, 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity, 𝐹𝑔𝑎𝑠 is an
external body force, 𝐹𝑣𝑚,𝑔𝑎𝑠 is a virtual mass force, and 𝐹𝑡𝑑,𝑔𝑎𝑠 is a turbulent dispersion force.
𝐾𝑔𝑠 is the gas-solid momentum exchange coefficient, defined as:

𝐾𝑔𝑠 =

𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝 𝑓
𝜏𝑝

(29)

where 𝜏𝑝 is the particulate relaxation time defined as:
2
𝜌𝑝 𝑑𝑝

𝜏𝑝 = 18𝜇

𝑔𝑎𝑠

(30)
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where dp is the coke particle diameter.
f is defined according to the equations proposed in the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [54] as follows:

𝑓=

𝐶𝐷 𝑅𝑒𝑝 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠

(31)
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where the drag coefficient is calculated using a modified equation based on work by Wadell [61],
assuming spherical particles. Additionally included in the in-house FORTRAN solver is a new
modification to the definition of drag coefficient within this factor, based on the well-accepted
assumption that 𝐶𝐷 drops suddenly due to the onset of turbulence to the rear of the sphere at 𝑅𝑒𝑠
greater than 3 × 105:
2

𝑉

(0.63 + 4.8√𝑅𝑒𝑟𝑠 )

𝐶𝐷 = {
0.1

𝑠

𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠 ≤ 3 × 105

(32)

5

𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠 > 3 × 10

and 𝑅𝑒𝑠 is the granular phase particle Reynolds number.

𝑅𝑒𝑠 =

⃑ 𝑐𝑜𝑘𝑒 −𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 |𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑘𝑒 |𝑢
𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠

(33)

This granular phase Reynolds number can vary significantly based on the tuyere jet velocity and
diameter of the coke being utilized in the furnace, and as such, the piecewise formulation of the
drag coefficient provides additional flexibility for various conditions.
Additionally, 𝑉𝑟𝑠 is the ratio of the terminal velocity of a group of particles to that of an isolated
particle, defined by:
𝑉𝑟𝑠 = 0.5(𝐴 − 0.06𝑅𝑒𝑠 + √(0.06𝑅𝑒𝑠 )2 + 0.12𝑅𝑒𝑠 (2𝐵 − 𝐴) + 𝐴2 )

(34)

4.14
Here, 𝐴 = 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠

(35)
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and 𝐵 = {

1.28
0.8 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝑖𝑓 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 ≤ 0.85
2.65
𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝑖𝑓 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 > 0.85

(36)

The piecewise functions listed above contribute to model convergence and assist in providing a
more detailed profile for particle drag forces throughout the raceway region. When using the
commercial CFD solver, the movement of the coke phase is defined by singular versions of each
equation, with no changes dependent on gas phase volume fraction or granular particle Reynolds
number.

Similar to the gas phase momentum governing equation, the solid phase momentum governing
equation is:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝 𝑢
⃑ 𝑝 ) + ∇ ∙ (𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝 𝑢
⃑ 𝑝𝑢
⃑ 𝑝 ) = −𝛼𝑝 ∇𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑠 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏̿𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 + 𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝 𝑔 + 𝐾𝑠𝑔 (𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝑢
⃑ 𝑝 ) + (𝐹𝑝 +

𝐹𝑣𝑚,𝑝 + 𝐹𝑡𝑑,𝑝 )

(37)

where 𝛼𝑝 is the volume fraction of the granular phase (coke), 𝜌𝑝 is the granular phase material
density, and 𝑢
⃑ 𝑝 is the granular phase velocity vector.
Additionally, 𝐾𝑠𝑔 = 𝐾𝑔𝑠 , and 𝜏̿𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 , 𝐹𝑝 , 𝐹𝑣𝑚,𝑝 , and 𝐹𝑡𝑑,𝑝 are analogous to their corresponding
terms in the gas phase equation.

2.2.2.2 Turbulence Modeling
In this multi-phase flow, turbulence is simulated via the k-ε mixture turbulence model, with the
same constraints as the standard k-ε turbulence model. This model is applied here as the phases
are almost entirely stratified for the time period in which the raceway formation simulation occurs.
The governing equations for k and ε respectively are:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑚 𝑘) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑚 𝑢
⃑ 𝑚 𝑘) = ∇ ∙ (Γ𝑘 ∇𝑘) + 𝐺𝑘,𝑚 − 𝜌𝑚 𝜀

(38)
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𝜕

(𝜌𝑚 𝜀) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑚 𝑢
⃑ 𝑚 𝜀) = ∇ ∙ (Γ𝜀 ∇𝜀) +
𝜕𝑡
where Γ𝑘 = 𝜇𝑚 +

𝜇𝑡,𝑚
𝜎𝑘

and Γ𝜀 = 𝜇𝑚 +

𝜀
𝑘

(𝐶1𝜀 𝐺𝑘,𝑚 − 𝐶2𝜀 𝜌𝑚 𝜀)

(39)

𝜇𝑡,𝑚
𝜎𝜀

Additionally, 𝜌𝑚 is the mixture density, computed by:
𝜌𝑚 = 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝

(40)

𝜇𝑚 is the mixture viscosity computed by:
𝜇𝑚 = 𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝛼𝑝 𝜇𝑝

(41)

𝑢
⃑ 𝑚 is the velocity computed by:

𝑢
⃑𝑚 =

⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 +𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝 𝑢
⃑𝑝
𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑢
𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 +𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑝

(42)

and 𝜇𝑡,𝑚 is the turbulent viscosity for the mixture, computed by:

𝜇𝑡,𝑚 = 𝜌𝑚 𝐶𝜇

𝑘2
𝜀

(43)

𝐺𝑘,𝑚 is the production of turbulence, defined by:
𝐺𝑘,𝑚 = 𝜇𝑡,𝑚 (∇𝑢
⃑ 𝑚 + (∇𝑢
⃑ 𝑚 )𝑡 )

(44)

The constants in these equations, 𝜎𝑘 = 1.00, 𝜎𝜀 = 1.30, 𝐶1𝜀 = 1.44, and 𝐶2𝜀 = 1.92, are defined
based on the same wide-ranging data fitting as in the standard k-ε turbulence model.

As previously mentioned, two methods exist to solve the governing equations in this model. This
research has utilized both the commercial CFD software ANSYS Fluent® and the in-house CFD
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solver to simulate raceway shapes. Both methods produce essentially identical raceway coke
distributions under the conditions examined, however, use of the newly developed in-house CFD
solver allows for more rapid computation. The use of commercial code requires significant user
intervention to transfer data between the commercial and in-house CFD solvers. With the
development of the new solver method, the simulation model can be integrated directly with the
raceway combustion model, removing the necessity for user intervention. The combustion model
determines the rate of gas generation due to combustion and the changes in gas density due to
temperature, and that information can be fed directly into the formation solver as source terms.
Both the raceway formation and raceway combustion in-house CFD codes are written in
FORTRAN, and use identical linear solve algorithms. These two solvers also use an identical
computational grid, further simplifying the problem setup.

2.3 CFD Model for Raceway Combustion
2.3.1 General Description and Model Assumptions
The second major component in the CFD raceway model handles chemical reactions, heat transfer,
turbulence, and gas flow patterns within the raceway using a steady-state solver. An Eulerian
multi-phase model is also used to simulate gas-coal particle motion and combustion within the
raceway region, with the pulverized coal plume treated as a secondary continuous phase. As
previously mentioned, the raceway formation model provides a porosity map that serves as porous
geometry for the combustion model. The raceway envelope is then represented as a steady region
of high void fraction within the coke bed, and gas flow is impacted by the geometry of the denser
porous media. Coke can react within incoming oxygen to produce heat and gas, and injected fuels
react within the raceway. Changes in gaseous temperature influence fluid density, and the reaction
of carbon solids with oxygen produces additional gas mass. Both of these influences are in turn
fed back into the raceway formation simulation as source terms to update the raceway shape. The
methodology of information exchange between steps is detailed in section 2.4.

The following assumptions were made in the development of the raceway combustion model:
1. Coke is treated as a non-moving bed of porous media which can react with the gas phase.
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2. The gas and dispersed pulverized coal phases are solved using an Eulerian continuum
approach.
3. Momentum interaction between the particle and gas phases is handled through source terms
estimating gas-solids drag.
4. A steady-state solver is used to simulate gas flow, turbulence, combustion, multi-species
reactions, coal devolatilization, and heat transfer, as conditions within the raceway region
are often held constant for long periods of time relative to the residence times of gases and
particles within the raceway envelope.

2.3.2 Governing Equations and Phenomenological Models
In the combustion model, continuity, momentum, heat transfer, and species transport are described
by the standard conservation equations, modified by a phasic volume fraction in a similar form to
that of Equation (26). The primary difference between the governing equations for the formation
and combustion models comes from the assumption of steady-state flow conditions within the
raceway under standard operation. Additionally, the interphase momentum exchange coefficient
is defined in a different manner, as the coal particle phase is more dilute and is comprised of much
finer particles than the coke bed.
2.3.2.1 Gas – Solid Momentum Exchange
Interphase momentum exchange between the coal particle phase and the gas phase is handled by
an exchange coefficient when the particle phase makes up less than 20% of the fluid volume, as
follows:

3

𝛽𝑔𝑐 = 4 𝐶𝐷 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠

|𝑢𝑔𝑎𝑠 −𝑢𝑝 |(1−𝛼𝑝 )
𝑑𝑝

2

𝑓(𝛼𝑝 )

(45)

where 𝛼𝑝 is the coal particle volume fraction, dp is the coal particle diameter, and 𝑓(𝛼𝑝 ) is a
correction to Stoke’s law for a particle in free fall that accounts for the influence of the presence
of other particles, calculated by:

𝑓(𝛼𝑝 ) = (1 − 𝛼𝑝 )

−3.8

(46)
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The drag coefficient, CD for this coefficient is calculated by:
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(1 +

𝐶𝐷 = {𝑅𝑒𝑝
0.44

𝑅𝑒𝑝0.667
6

)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑝 < 1000

(47)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑝 ≥ 1000

where 𝑅𝑒𝑝 is calculated by:

𝑅𝑒𝑝 =

⃑ 𝑝 −𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 |𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝑑𝑝 |𝑢

(48)

𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠

This Reynolds number is typically quite low compared to the particle Reynolds number observed
in the formation model (10-100 vs. 250,000+), as the particle sizes are far smaller (sample average
of 0.05 mm vs. roughly 3 cm), and the relative velocities between particle and gas are lower (5 –
50 m/s vs. 150+ m/s).

2.3.2.2 Turbulence Modeling
Turbulence modeling is handled via the k-ε turbulence model in which predictions of kinetic
energy and dissipation rate are calculated for both continuous phases using the standard k-ε model
with additional terms to include the effects of interphase turbulent momentum transfer. The
conservation equations for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate are as follows:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

𝜇𝑡,𝑔

(𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) = ∇ ∙ ( 𝜎 ∇𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) + 𝐺𝑘,𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜀 + 𝐺𝑝 + 𝐺𝑅

𝜕

𝑘

𝜇𝑡,𝑔

(𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜀) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑢
⃑ 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜀) = ∇ ∙ ( 𝜎 ∇𝜀) + 𝐺𝑘,𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝑘
𝜕𝑡
𝑘

𝐶1𝜀 𝐺𝑝 + 𝐶2𝜀 𝐺𝑅 )

𝜀
𝑔𝑎𝑠

(49)

(𝐶1𝜀 𝐺𝑘,𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝐶2𝜀 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝜀𝑔𝑎𝑠 +
(50)

where 𝜇𝑡,𝑔 is the gas phase turbulent viscosity, which can be written in terms of the gas turbulent
kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate:
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𝜇𝑡,𝑔 = 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝐶𝜇

2
𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝜀

(51)

where Gp and GR are source terms used to represent the turbulent interaction between the dispersed
phase and the continuous phase. They can be written as:

𝐺𝑝 =

2𝜌𝑝
𝜏𝑟𝑝

(𝐶𝑝,𝑝 √𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘𝑝 − 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 )

𝐺𝑅 = −𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑚̇𝑝

(52)

(53)

where 𝑚̇𝑝 is the change in mass per unit time of the coal particle phase.
When the gas phase turbulent kinetic energy is larger than the particle phase, Gp serves as a
destruction term for gas phase turbulent kinetic energy. When the opposite is true, it is a production
term. GR accounts for turbulent energy generation due to the mass change of the particle (via
combustion or other reactions). As the particle loses mass in these reactions, this is also a
production term. Additionally, Gk,gas is the gas phase production of turbulent kinetic energy,
defined similarly to Equation (10). As before, the constants in these equations, 𝜎𝑘 , 𝜎𝜀 , 𝐶1𝜀 , 𝐶2𝜀 ,
and 𝐶𝜇 , are defined based on the same data fitting as in the standard k-ε turbulence model.

The transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy of the coal phase is also solved, and the
turbulence dissipation rate is shared between phases. The source terms for the coal phase equation
are Gk,coal, defined identically to Gk,gas except using coal phase velocities, and Ggk, a single source
term representing the interaction between gas and particle phase turbulent kinetic energy [46,62].

𝐺𝑔𝑘 =

2𝜌𝑝
𝜏𝑟𝑝

(𝐶𝑝,𝑝 √𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘𝑝 − 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 ) + (𝐶𝑝,𝑝 √𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘𝑝 − 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 )𝑚̇𝑝

(54)

where kp is the coal phase turbulent kinetic energy. Additionally, the turbulent viscosity for the
coal phase is given by:
3/2 1/2

𝜇𝑡,𝑝 = 𝜌𝑝 𝐶𝜇

𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘𝑝
𝜀

(55)
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2.3.2.3 Interphase Heat Transfer
The interphase heat transfer model utilizes the assumption of a stagnant film, and heat transfer
between a coal particle and the continuous gas phase is determined by [28,63]:
𝐵𝑝

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 = 𝜋𝑑𝑝 𝑁𝑢𝑝 𝜆 exp(𝐵

𝑝 )−1

(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑝 )

(56)

where, dp is the coal particle diameter, T is the temperature of the gas phase, Tp is the temperature
of the particle, and 𝜆𝑝 is thermal conductivity of the gas mixture, given by:
𝜆 = 5.526 × 10−5 ∗ 𝑇 + 0.01155

(57)

Additionally, Bp is the transfer number, which is given by:
𝑚̇𝑝 𝐶𝑝𝑠

𝐵𝑝 = − π𝑑

𝑝 𝑁𝑢𝑝 𝜆𝑝

(58)

where Cps is the specific heat capacity around the coal particle:
𝐶𝑝𝑠 = 0.106 ∗ 𝑇 + 1173

(59)

and
𝑁𝑢𝑝 = 2 + 0.5𝑅𝑒𝑝0.5

(60)

2.3.2.4 Moisture Evaporation
The rate of moisture evaporation is defined via a diffusion model [64]. It is assumed that all
moisture inside the coal particle diffuses to the coal particle surface and forms a liquid film. This
film is treated as the surface layer of a droplet with a diameter equal to the coal particle diameter.
Given these assumptions, the moisture evaporation rate is defined by:
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𝑚̇𝑤𝑐 = {

𝜋𝑑𝑝 𝑁𝑢𝑝 𝜌𝑝 ln (1 +
𝜆𝑝

𝑌𝐻2𝑂,𝑝 −𝑌𝐻2𝑂,𝑔

−𝜋𝑑𝑝 𝑁𝑢𝑝 𝐶 ln (1 +
𝑝𝑠

1−𝑌𝐻2𝑂,𝑐
𝐶𝑝𝑠 (𝑇−𝑇𝑝 )
1−𝑄𝑣𝑎𝑝

)

)

𝑇𝑝 < 𝑇𝑏
𝑇𝑝 ≥ 𝑇𝑏

(61)

where Tb is the boiling temperature, Qvap is the heat of vaporization for H2O, and 𝑌𝐻2𝑂,𝑝 is the mass
fraction of water vapor at the surface of the coal particle, defined by:
−𝐸

𝑌𝐻2𝑂,𝑝 = 𝐴 exp ( 𝑅𝑇𝑤 )

(62)

𝑝

The Nusselt number of heat convection is defined as in Equation (60).

2.3.2.5 Devolatilization
As in the tuyere/blowpipe portion of the model, thermal decomposition of the carbon molecules
of coal particles occurs once their temperatures are high enough, releasing volatile matter into the
gas phase. The devolatilization rate is represented by two simultaneous competing first order
irreversible reactions [48,49].

Released volatile matter quickly begins to undergo homogeneous combustion. As previously noted,
this research assumes that volatile material consists purely of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide,
allowing for the reactions:
𝑑

𝐶𝑑 𝐻𝑏 + 2 𝑂2 → 𝑑 𝐶𝑂 +

𝑏
2

𝐻2

(63)

2 𝐶𝑂 + 𝑂2 → 2 𝐶𝑂2

(64)

2 𝐻2 + 𝑂2 → 2 𝐻2 𝑂

(65)

The reaction rates of volatiles in the gas phase are defined in the same manner as other gas phase
chemical reactions, detailed in the following section.
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2.3.2.6 Gas Phase Chemical Reactions
Within the raceway region, the reactants and products are reduced compared to within the tuyere.
The gas species tracked within the raceway are N2, CH4, coal volatiles, H2O, O2, H2, CO, and CO2.
The Eddy Breakup (EBU) model accounts for the impacts of turbulence on calculate gas species
reactions within the raceway, as it makes reasonably good predications and allows for faster
convergence in the CFD solver. This method defines the rate of consumption of a fuel based on
local flow properties in each computational cell. The primary limiting factor of this model is the
accuracy of the turbulence model, as the fuel dissipation rate is dependent on the turbulence time
scale (k/ε). As it has been established that the standard k-ε turbulence model appears accurate for
the current scenario, the EBU model should provide reasonable results [46]. The reaction rates of
fuel, products, and oxygen in the EBU model are equal to the turbulent dissipation rate for each.
The actual reaction rate of fuel in this model is then defined as the slowest of the three dissipation
rates, which can be defined as:
𝑘

𝑤𝐸𝐵𝑈 = −𝜌 𝜀 min (𝐶𝑅 𝑌𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 , 𝐶𝑅

𝑌𝑂2
𝑠

, 𝐶𝑅′

𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
1+𝑠

)

(66)

The standard EBU model has been modified to include the influence of the Arrhenius chemical
kinetics upon the reaction rates of species [65,66]. The Arrhenius reaction rate is given as:
𝐸

𝑤𝐴𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝑠 𝜌2 𝑌𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑌𝑂2 𝑒𝑥𝑝(− 𝑅𝑇𝑠 )

(67)

where CR and CR’ are constants with literature based values of 1.0 and 0.5 respectively, and YFuel,
YO2, and Yproduct are the mass fractions of fuel, oxygen, and products. Additionally, AS is a preexponential factor, Es is the activation energy of a given gas species reaction, and R is the
universal gas constant.

wfinal then uses the smaller (limiting) value between the Eddy Breakup and Arrhenius rates as the
overall reaction rate.
𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = min(𝑤𝐸𝐵𝑈 , 𝑤𝐴𝑟𝑟 )

(68)
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2.3.2.7 Char Combustion/Gasification
The reaction rate of char in the raceway is calculated using reaction kinetics. This model assumes
a first-order reaction with respect to O2, CO2, and H2O concentrations. The reactions taken into
account in this model are as follows:
𝐶 + 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑂2

(69)

2 𝐶 + 𝑂2 → 2 𝐶𝑂

(70)

𝐶 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 2 𝐶𝑂

(71)

𝐶 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2

(72)

Equations (64) and (65) represent combustion of char, while Equations (66) and (67) represent
gasification reactions. In the presence of oxygen, gasification reactions are much smaller than
combustion. However, in the regions above the raceway, after oxygen has been converted to CO2
and H2O, gasification reactions are far more significant. The rates for these reactions can be
defined as follows:
𝐸

𝑚̇𝑐,𝐴 = −𝜋𝑑𝑝2 𝜌𝑌𝑂2,𝑝 𝐵𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑅𝑇𝐴 )
𝑝

𝐸

𝑚̇𝑐,𝐵 = −𝜋𝑑𝑝2 𝜌𝑌𝑂2,𝑝 𝐵𝐵 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑅𝑇𝐵 )
𝑝

𝐸

𝑚̇𝑐,𝐶 = −𝜋𝑑𝑝2 𝜌𝑌𝐶𝑂2,𝑝 𝐵𝐶 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑅𝑇𝐶 )
𝑝

𝐸

𝑚̇𝑐,𝐷 = −𝜋𝑑𝑝2 𝜌𝑌𝐻2𝑂,𝑝 𝐵𝐷 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑅𝑇𝐷 )
𝑝

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)
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where dp is the coal particle diameter and YO2, YH2O, and YCO2 are the concentrations of gas species
at the particle surface. BA – BD are rate constants and EA – ED are activation energies, listed in
Table 1 in section 2.3.2.9.

2.3.2.8 Coke Combustion/Gasification
The reaction of gases with coke in the porous media is also taken into account in this model, using
the reactions listed below [67]:
𝐶 + 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑂2

(77)

𝐶 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 2𝐶𝑂

(78)

𝐶 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2

(79)

These reactions serve to generate and consume heat via exothermic and endothermic reactions, as
well as generate mass sources via the conversion of solids into the gaseous phase. The reactions
rates are given by:
𝑅𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖 𝐶𝑖

(80)

where Ci is the instantaneous concentration of coke, and ki is defined as follows:

𝑘𝑖 = (𝑘

1
𝑓𝑖

+𝜂𝑘
𝑎

1

𝑖 𝑚𝑖 𝜌𝑏𝑐

)

−1

(81)

Here, kfi is the mass transfer coefficient, a is specific surface area of the coke in (m2/kg), 𝜂𝑖 is the
effectiveness factor of the catalytic reaction, kmi is the chemical rate constant, and 𝜌𝑏𝑐 is the bulk
density of coke. The mass transfer coefficient is defined as:
𝐷

𝑘𝑓𝑖 = 𝜙𝑑𝑖 𝑆ℎ
𝑝

(82)
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Sh is the Sherwood number, defined as:
𝑆ℎ = 1.5𝑅𝑒𝑝0.55

(83)

The chemical rate constant for the C – O reaction (Equation (77)) can be defined as:
𝑎

𝑘𝑚1 = 6.53𝑥105 𝜌 √𝑇𝑚 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑏𝑐

22140
𝑇𝑚

)

(84)

where Tm is the average temperature of the gas/coke mixture in the cell.
Likewise, the constant for the C – CO2 reaction (Equation (78)) is:

𝑘𝑚2 = 8.31𝑥109 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

30190
𝑇𝑚

)

(85)

And the constant for the C – H2O reaction (Equation (79)) is:

𝑘𝑚3 = 13.7𝑇𝑚 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

17310
𝑇𝑚

)

(86)

2.3.2.9 Reaction Constants
Kinetic constants for the reaction equations of gaseous CO, H2, CH4, and the constants for moisture
evaporation, devolatilization, and char reactions are detailed in Table 1. Constants for CH4, H2,
and CO combustion, as well as moisture evaporation and char reactions are obtained from
published literature [68]. It should be noted that the constants for coal devolatilization utilized are
intended for high-volatile coals, such as lignite and bituminous coals. Kinetic constants for char
reactions are obtained from other sources [69,20]. It should be noted that the reaction kinetics for
char may vary with coal types, however, the kinetics selected for use in this study are representative
of a semi-standard bituminous coal that is representative of many industry blends.
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Table 1. Summarized reaction kinetics for the raceway combustion model [20,68,69].
Activation Energy

Reaction

B [1/s]

A [m3/(kg*s)]

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O

N/A

1.6 x 1010

1.081 x 105

2CO + O2 → 2CO2

N/A

7.0 x 104

6.651 x 104

2H2 + O2 → 2H2O

N/A

5.4 x 102

1.255 x 105

Moisture Evaporation

8.32 x 105

N/A

4.228 x 104

Devol. Reaction 2

1.46 x 1013

N/A

2.511 x 105

Char reaction A

1.225 x 103

N/A

9.977 x 104

Char reaction B

1.813 x 103

N/A

1.089 x 105

Char reaction C

7.351 x 103

N/A

1.380 x 105

Char reaction D

1.650 x 105

N/A

1.420 x 105

E [J/mol]

2.3.2.10 Radiative Heat Transfer
As radiative heat transfer accounts for a signification portion of the heat transfer between surfaces
in industrial-scale combustion systems, accurate radiation modeling is needed to fully represent
heat flux within the raceway. Radiative properties of particulates, such as the coke bed, depend on
a number of factors. Additionally, radiation fluxes are highly dependent on surface temperature,
emissivity, and temperature of the participating medium.

Various radiative heat transfer models have been developed utilizing zone and flux methods and
empirical correlations for flow phenomena, temperatures, heat flux rates, and gas composition
[70,71]. Flux methods such as the discrete-ordinates (DO) model appear to provide an optimized
combination of computational efficiency and solution accuracy, and as such, the DO model was
used in the raceway combustion model.

The DO method solves the integro-differential radiative transfer equation (RTE) in several discrete
angular directions spanning the total of 4π solid angle. The assumption of non-variance of radiative
intensities in prescribed solid angles allows the angular integral to be discretized. From this
discretization, a set of coupled PDEs are obtained for intensity transport. These equations can then
be further discretized with the application of finite-difference methods. The number of equations
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obtained stems from the number of discrete directions, which in turn depends on the order of the
DO approximation. For a given SN approximation, N(N+2) discrete angular directions are utilized.

The DO version of the RTE is written below in terms of instantaneous spectrally-averaged
intensities and properties and expanded in Cartesian coordinates, as:

𝜇𝑚

𝜕𝐼𝑚
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝜂𝑚

𝜕𝐼𝑚
𝜕𝑦

+ 𝜉𝑚

𝜕𝐼𝑚
𝜕𝑧

𝑘

= 𝑒𝑏𝑔𝑝 − 𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐼𝑚 + 4𝜋𝑠 ∑𝑀
𝑖=1 Φ(𝑖, 𝑚)𝐼𝑖 𝑤𝑖

(87)

where 𝜇𝑚 , 𝜂𝑚 , and 𝜉𝑚 are direction cosines for the discrete angular direction Ω𝑚 , 𝐼𝑚 is the
radiation intensity in the direction Ω𝑚 , ebgp is the sum of emitted intensities for gas and particles,
and 𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the extinction coefficient (the sum of the gas absorption coefficient, 𝑘𝑎𝑔 , the particle
absorption coefficient, 𝑘𝑎𝑝 , and the particle scattering coefficient, 𝑘𝑠 ). 𝑤𝑖 is the angular quadrature
weight, and the sum is taken over the total number of discrete directions, M = N(N+2), used in this
approximation. In order for important integrals in the RTE and boundary conditions to be
accurately solved, the selection of proper discrete directions and angular quadrature weights is
necessary. Published literature details the Level Symmetric (LSH) quadrature values and weights
that can satisfy the zeroth, first, and second-order moments corresponding to incident energy, heat
flux, and the diffusion condition [72]. These values are listed in Table 2, for a single octant of the
sphere. Other octants use similar values, with varying signs depending on directions.

Table 2. LSH quadrature sets for the S4 DO model.
Designation

μm

ηm

ξm

wm

S4

0.295876

0.908248

0.295876

0.523599

0.908248

0.295876

0.295876

0.523599

0.295876

0.295876

0.908248

0.523599

The intensity in any given direction at the center of a computational cell in Cartesian coordinates
can be defined as:
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𝐼𝑚 =

𝜇𝑚 𝐴𝐼𝑖 +𝜂𝑚 𝐵𝐼𝑗 +𝜉𝑚 𝐶𝐼𝑘 +(𝑒𝑏𝑔 +𝑒𝑏𝑝 +𝑘𝑠 𝐼𝑠 )𝑉
𝜇𝑚 𝐴+𝜂𝑚 𝐵+𝜉𝑚 𝐶+𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑉

(88)

where A, B, and C are the cell surface areas, defined as:
𝐴 = 𝐴𝑖 + 𝑓𝐴𝑖+1

(89)

𝐵 = 𝐵𝑗 + 𝑓𝐵𝑗+1

(90)

𝐶 = 𝐶𝑘 + 𝑓𝐶𝑘+1

(91)

and Is is the in-scattering source term, defined as:
1

𝐼𝑠 = 4𝜋 ∑𝑀
𝑖=1 Φ(𝑖, 𝑚)𝐼𝑖 𝑤𝑖

(92)

where the summation takes into consideration in-scattered intensities from every incoming
direction. The intensity values at the inlet and outlet faces of each cell are defined based on the
intensity at the cell center, and linked to one another by interpolation.

2.4 Raceway Simulation Methodology
As previously mentioned, the CFD models used to simulate conditions within the tuyere, raceway
formation, and combustion within the raceway region are coupled to provide a complete picture
of the blast furnace raceway process. A methodology for this simulation process was developed in
conjunction with research on several industrial blast furnaces. Initial versions of this simulation
technique have been utilized to couple the major CFD models, as illustrated in Figure 5
[27,31,32,45,73,74]. This methodology has undergone continuous improvement throughout its use
in applied research, with the most recent developmental modifications completed as a component
of this research.
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Figure 5. CFD model integration methodology.
Calculations of gas flow, turbulence, chemical reactions, heat transfer, and other phenomena are
completed in the following procedure.
Step 1. Simulate steady-state flow conditions inside the blowpipe and tuyere, including the
effects of auxiliary fuel combustion, with a focus on obtaining the distribution of flow
properties (temperature, species concentration, etc.) at the outlet of the domain.
Step 2. Take a snapshot of flow conditions at the exit cross-section of the tuyere from the
simulation conducted in Step 1. Use the properties as input conditions for the raceway
formation CFD model, and simulate raceway formation. Generate a static porosity
map for the raceway combustion model.
Step 3. Using the flow conditions developed in Step 1, set input conditions for the raceway
combustion CFD model from the tuyere. Using these conditions and the porosity map
generated in Step 2, simulate gas flow, reactions, and heat transfer inside the raceway.
Step 4. Account for the effects of combustion on raceway shape by adding additional gases
and changes in volume generated by combustion in Step 3 to the raceway formation
model.
Step 5. Use the mapping conditions from Step 1 and the data from Step 4 to re-simulate
raceway formation.
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Step 6. Repeat Steps 3, 4, and 5 until there is no observable change in raceway size and shape
between steps. After this, the solution is converged.

2.5 CFD Model Validation
The multi-phase flow models have been widely validated in previous publications and in
observations by industrial partners collaborating with current research. Some qualitative validation
relating to individual industrial plant operations will be presented in Chapter 4, but confidentiality
prevents the disclosure of exact comparisons to measurements obtained at specific industrial sites
except where otherwise mentioned. The models used in this research have been calibrated and
developed against published literature and industrial measurements, a summary of which data is
included here for reference.

Validation of any model of the blast furnace raceway relies heavily on comparisons with practice
and theory, as direct measurement of conditions within industrial scale blast furnaces is practically
impossible. With this in mind, a comparison of raceway formation phenomena was conducted
between the Eulerian multi-phase model used in this research and work by Nogami et al. examining
discrete element modeling and experimental raceway shapes, with parameters defined based on
conditions in an experimental test setup [73].

Additional verification utilizing theoretical correlations was also conducted for the new in-house
raceway formation solver using the improved interphase momentum exchange terms. As raceway
size is difficult to measure in practice, Rajneesh et al developed a correlation for theoretical
calculation of raceway depth, as defined by Equation (93) [40].

𝐷𝑟 = 164 (𝜌

𝜌𝑔 𝑣𝑏2 𝐷𝑇2
𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑔𝑑𝑝

0.8

)
𝐻𝑊

−0.25
𝜇𝑤
𝐷𝑇

(93)

where Dr is the depth of the raceway from the tuyere tip, DT is the diameter of the tuyere nose, H
is the height of the fluidized bed of coke, W is the bed width, g is the acceleration due to gravity,
vb is the velocity of gas leaving the tuyere, and μw is the wall friction coefficient.
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Comparisons of CFD results to this theoretical correlation under conditions based on industrial
blast furnace operation at AK Steel Dearborn Works yielded a variation of 5.6%, with CFD data
predicting a raceway 1.27 m in depth, and the correlation predicting a depth of 1.34 m. The coal
and gas combustion models have been validated through a variety of previous studies, including
comparisons with experimental data [74], and calibration of liftoff and blowout phenomena [75].

In addition, an analysis of numerical uncertainty was undertaken as part of this research to
determine the impacts, if any, of error on the accuracy of modeling results within the blast furnace
raceway region. A case utilizing a generic blast furnace raceway geometry at typical operating
conditions (hot blast temperature of 1420 K, oxygen enrichment of 10%, NG injection rate of 40
kg/MTHM and PCI rate of 120 kg/MTHM) was simulated using three different mesh resolutions.
Uniform element sizes of 0.03 m, 0.025 m, and 0.02 m were used in these three meshes, with total
grid sizes of 220,000, 375,000, 720,000 elements respectively.

For these three cases, the mass-weighted averages of gas temperature, CO mass fraction, and gas
y-velocity at the outlet of the raceway model was selected for comparison. The Grid Convergence
Index (GCI) methodology outlined by the Journal of Fluids Engineering is utilized to provide a
basis for uncertainty in this research [76]. The results of this examination of discretization error
are detailed in Table 3 below.

Table 3. Discretization error.
Temperature (K)
CO Mass

Gas Y-Velocity

Fraction

(m/s)

220,000 Cells

2350

48.72 %

4.37

375,000 Cells

2400

49.58 %

4.48

720,000 Cells

2375

51.05 %

4.57

Approx. Relative Error

0.80 %

2.88 %

1.97 %

Extrap. Relative Error

3.30 %

10.32 %

7.3 %

GCI

4.00 %

14.40 %

9.85 %
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Hence, the numerical uncertainty in the finest grid solution (not including any modeling errors),
the numerical uncertainty is 4% for temperature, 14.4% for CO mass fraction, and 9.85% for gas
y-velocity. Given these values, as well as the industrial comparisons and previous model validation,
the uncertainty of numerical results in this research appear to be within a reasonable range.
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CHAPTER 3. RACEWAY MODEL NUMERICAL SCHEME

3.1 Computational Grid
The grid utilized in the development of three-dimensional simulations of raceway formation and
combustion consists entirely of rectangular computational cell zones. When defined in standard
Cartesian coordinates, these computational cells zones have a center point, P, and six cell faces,
two in each cardinal direction. The faces are labeled simply as north (n), south (s), east (e), west
(w), top (t), and bottom (b). A representation of a computational grid cell in Cartesian coordinates
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 6. Typical cell in a Cartesian computational grid.
The center points of each neighboring cell are named similarly, with capital letters defining the
north, south, east, west, top, and bottom adjacent cells (N, S, E, W, T, and B). Non-uniform cell
sizes are possible, with varying cell widths, lengths, and heights. The operative variable of the
general governing equation is solved using iterative methods at point P, and the physical properties
of fluid phases are determined by interpolation of cell-centered values. Figure 5 illustrates the
arrangement of adjacent cells and the nodal indices of those cells’ data points.
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Figure 7. Cells centered on point P (left) and nodal indices of neighboring cells (right).
Patankar detailed the pitfalls present in a solution where the components of velocity and pressure
values are stored at identical grid locations [77]. This type of discretization can result in a
checkerboard pressure field as a solution to the numerical scheme, a physically impossible result.
In order to prevent the formation of non-physical flow fields such as this, staggered control
volumes are used to discretize the momentum equation. Figure 8 illustrates the concept behind the
staggered grid locations for discretizing the components of the momentum equation. Scalar
variables are stored at the cell nodes (P, E, W, N, S, T, and B), while velocities are calculated at
cell faces between those nodes. The various components of velocity are stored at their
corresponding faces (u-velocities are stored at faces e and w, v-velocities are stored at n and s, and
w-velocities are stored at t and b). The velocity control volumes are staggered from the standard
cell control volumes, and are centered on the cell faces.

Figure 8. Staggered grid in both the x-y and x-z planes.
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The three-dimensional grid system is generated by dividing the domain (a rectangular box large
enough to encompass the entirety of the raceway region) into a set of extremely small rectangular
cells. Cell faces are set up parallel to the box faces, and the geometry of the periodic raceway
region is defined by blocking all cells outside the simulation region boundaries. Physically, this
means that all cells located outside the geometry of the furnace or outside the periodic zone are
locked out of the calculation. The grid used to model the raceway region in this research consists
of roughly 700,000 computational cells. Figure 9 shows a sample grid, with the simulation domain
highlighted by making all of the blocked cells within the rectangle invisible. Figure 10 shows a
similar representation, but with an added cross-section through the center plane of the domain to
showcase the tuyere and domain inlet.

Figure 9. 3-D representation of the numerical grid used by the raceway model.
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Figure 10. Cross-section of the numerical grid used by the raceway model.
The governing equations are solved within the non-blocked flow cells, and they are skipped when
the solver encounters blocked grids. The major defining boundaries of the raceway region are
reasonably simple: a cylindrical outer wall, a tuyere, periodic boundary conditions in both annular
directions, and the furnace deadman at the center. The primary variations in geometry inside the
furnace come from the raceway itself, the shape of which is a feature of the flow in the formation
model and is defined by fixed porosity values at each cell in the combustion solver. This allows
for the implementation of a simple, computationally efficient numerical algorithm, with high
numerical accuracy.

The computational grid for the tuyere-blowpipe region of the blast furnace is generated using the
mesh generation software package available with the commercial CFD software ANSYS 17.1 ®.
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This grid is an unstructured grid of roughly 940,000 cells, defined with variable cell sizing
dependent on the curvature of the geometry and proximity of boundaries. Figure 11 shows a crosssection along the centerline of the tuyere-blowpipe region grid utilized by the commercial CFD
solver.

Figure 11. Cross-section of the numerical grid for the tuyere-blowpipe region.
These grids are fine enough to resolve flow features generated due to geometry variations in the
tuyere and blowpipe region, however, they do not aim to capture turbulent phenomena directly.
The turbulence and combustion modeling techniques selected in this study rely upon use of a grid
coarse enough such that the effects of turbulent eddies at the Kolmogorov scale can be averaged
over the cell control volumes. The Kolmogorov length scale for an arbitrary cell in end of the
tuyere is approximately 10 μm, far smaller than the computational grid size minimums of 0.010.02 m. The cell selected can be seen in Figure 12. Gas temperatures within the cell reach 2,900 K
(±4%) and coal temperatures reach 1,400 K (±4%). The reaction rate of natural gas in this cell is
5.57 kg CH4/(m3s) and the consumption rate of coal is 0.1 kg C/(m3s).
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Figure 12. Gas temperature distributions on a cross-section of the structured grid.
3.2 Discretization of General Transport Equation
3.2.1 Steady-State Governing Equations
The conservation equations used in the steady state combustion CFD model are represented by the
generalized scalar transport equation, sans the transient term:
∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑢
⃑ 𝜙 − Γ∇𝜙) = 𝑆

(94)

where 𝜙 is the general flow property being transported, Γ is the effective diffusivity, and 𝑢
⃑ is the
gas or pulverized coal velocity. ρeff is the effective density, defined as:
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𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝛼𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

(95)

where αphase is the volume fraction of the gas or particle phase and ρphase is the density of the
corresponding gas or particle phase. The convective and diffusive fluxes can be combined into a
single term J as follows:
𝐽 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑢
⃑ 𝜙 − Γ∇𝜙

(96)

Expanding the divergence operator in Cartesian coordinates and expressing the source term in
terms of a linear relationship with the general variable gives:
𝜕𝐽𝑥
𝜕𝑥

+

𝜕𝐽𝑦
𝜕𝑦

+

𝜕𝐽𝑧
𝜕𝑧

= 𝑆𝑐 + 𝑆𝑝 𝜙

(97)

where the combined flux component terms are defined as:
𝜕𝜙

𝐽𝑥 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝜙 − Γ 𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝜙

𝐽𝑦 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑣𝜙 − Γ 𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝜙

𝐽𝑧 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑤𝜙 − Γ 𝜕𝑥

(98)

(99)

(100)

Integrating the partial differential equation obtained in Equation (97) over the control volume
detailed in Figure 6 produces:
(𝐽𝑒 − 𝐽𝑤 )∆𝑦∆𝑧 + (𝐽𝑛 − 𝐽𝑠 )∆𝑥∆𝑧 + (𝐽𝑡 − 𝐽𝑏 )∆𝑥∆𝑦 = (𝑆𝑐 + 𝑆𝑝 𝜙)∆𝑥∆𝑦∆𝑧

(101)

Here, the combined flux terms represent the flux through each face of the control volume. Je
corresponds to the east face, Jw to the west face, Jn to the north face, Js to the south face, Jt to the
top face, and Jb to the bottom face. Δx, Δy, and Δz are also defined in Figure 6.
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These combined flux terms can then be approximated using the first order upwind scheme, yielding
[73]:

𝐽𝑒 ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, 𝐹𝑒 ]𝜙𝑃 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, −𝐹𝑒 ]𝜙𝐸 + Γ𝑒

𝜙𝑃 −𝜙𝐸
(𝜕𝑥)𝑒

𝐽𝑤 ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, 𝐹𝑤 ]𝜙𝑊 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, −𝐹𝑤 ]𝜙𝑃 + Γ𝑤

𝐽𝑛 ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, 𝐹𝑛 ]𝜙𝑃 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, −𝐹𝑛 ]𝜙𝑁 + Γ𝑛

𝜙𝑊 −𝜙𝑃
(𝜕𝑥)𝑒

𝜙𝑃 −𝜙𝑁
(𝜕𝑦)𝑛

(102)

(103)

(104)

𝐽𝑠 ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, 𝐹𝑠 ]𝜙𝑆 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, −𝐹𝑠 ]𝜙𝑃 + Γ𝑠

𝜙𝑆 −𝜙𝑃
(𝜕𝑦)𝑠

(105)

𝐽𝑡 ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, 𝐹𝑡 ]𝜙𝑃 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, −𝐹𝑡 ]𝜙𝑇 + Γ𝑡

𝜙𝑃 −𝜙𝑇
(𝜕𝑧)𝑡

(106)

𝐽𝑏 ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, 𝐹𝑏 ]𝜙𝐵 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, −𝐹𝑏 ]𝜙𝑃 + Γ𝑏

𝜙𝐵 −𝜙𝐸
(𝜕𝑧)𝑏

(107)

where:
𝐹𝑒 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑒 𝑢𝑒

(108)

𝐹𝑤 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑤 𝑢𝑤

(109)

𝐹𝑛 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑛 𝑢𝑛

(110)

𝐹𝑠 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑠 𝑢𝑠

(111)

𝐹𝑡 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑡 𝑢𝑡

(112)

𝐹𝑏 = 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓,𝑏 𝑢𝑏

(113)
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(𝜕𝑥)𝑒 , (𝜕𝑥)𝑤 , (𝜕𝑦)𝑛 , (𝜕𝑦)𝑠 , (𝜕𝑧)𝑡 , and (𝜕𝑧)𝑏 are the distances between cells, as seen in Figure
13. With the possibility for non-uniform cell sizes in the domain, these distances may vary with
direction throughout the domain.

Figure 13. Distances between cells in Cartesian coordinates.
The final form of the discretized algebraic equation solved by the technique given in section 3.3 is
determined through substitution of Equations (102)-(107) into Equation (101).
a p ϕp = a E ϕE + a W ϕW + a N ϕN + a S ϕS + a 𝑇 ϕ 𝑇 + a 𝐵 ϕ𝐵 + b

(114)

where:
Γ

𝑒
𝑎𝐸 = (max[0, −𝐹𝑒 ] + (𝜕𝑥)
) Δ𝑦Δ𝑧
𝑒

Γ

𝑎𝑊 = (max[0, 𝐹𝑤 ] + (𝜕𝑥)𝑒 ) Δ𝑦Δ𝑧
𝑤

(115)

(116)
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Γ

𝑛
𝑎𝑁 = (max[0, −𝐹𝑛 ] + (𝜕𝑦)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑧
𝑛

Γ

𝑠
𝑎𝑆 = (max[0, 𝐹𝑠 ] + (𝜕𝑦)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑧
𝑠

Γ

𝑡
𝑎 𝑇 = (max[0, −𝐹𝑒 ] + (𝜕𝑧)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑦
𝑡

Γ

(117)

(118)

(119)

𝑏
𝑎𝐵 = (max[0, 𝐹𝑏 ] + (𝜕𝑧)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑦

(120)

𝑎𝑃 = 𝑎𝐸 + 𝑎𝑊 + 𝑎𝑁 + 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑎 𝑇 + 𝑎𝐵 − 𝑆𝑝 Δ𝑥Δ𝑦Δ𝑧

(121)

𝑏 = 𝑆𝑐 Δ𝑥Δ𝑦Δ𝑧

(122)

𝑏

3.2.2 Transient Governing Equations
A similar procedure is followed for the discretization of the governing equations with the addition
of a transient term in the raceway formation model. The conservation equations are represented by
the full generalized scalar transport equation:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜙) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑢
⃑ 𝜙 − Γ∇𝜙) = 𝑆

(123)

Following the same procedure for discretization as laid out in section 3.2.1 and taking the
additional transient term into account, we have the coefficients for Equation (114):
Γ

𝑒
𝑎𝐸 = (max[0, −𝐹𝑒 ] + (𝜕𝑥)
) Δ𝑦Δ𝑧
𝑒

Γ

𝑎𝑊 = (max[0, 𝐹𝑤 ] + (𝜕𝑥)𝑒 ) Δ𝑦Δ𝑧
𝑤

Γ

𝑛
𝑎𝑁 = (max[0, −𝐹𝑛 ] + (𝜕𝑦)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑧
𝑛

(124)

(125)

(126)
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Γ

𝑠
𝑎𝑆 = (max[0, 𝐹𝑠 ] + (𝜕𝑦)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑧
𝑠

Γ

𝑡
𝑎 𝑇 = (max[0, −𝐹𝑒 ] + (𝜕𝑧)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑦
𝑡

Γ

(127)

(128)

𝑏
𝑎𝐵 = (max[0, 𝐹𝑏 ] + (𝜕𝑧)
) Δ𝑥Δ𝑦

(129)

𝑎𝑃 = 𝑎𝐸 + 𝑎𝑊 + 𝑎𝑁 + 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑎 𝑇 + 𝑎𝐵 + 𝑎𝑝0 − 𝑆𝑝 Δ𝑥Δ𝑦Δ𝑧

(130)

𝑏 = 𝑎𝑝0 𝜙𝑝0 + 𝑆𝑐 Δ𝑥Δ𝑦Δ𝑧

(131)

𝑏

𝑎𝑝0 =

0
𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓

∆𝑡

∆𝑥∆𝑦∆𝑧

(132)

3.3 Solution Technique
Through the application of neighbor cell indexing, Equation (114) can be written in a general form
for a cell located at point P with coordinates (i,j,k):
ap 𝜙(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) = aE 𝜙(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗, 𝑘) + aW 𝜙(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗, 𝑘) + aN 𝜙(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1, 𝑘) + aS 𝜙(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1, 𝑘) +
a 𝑇 𝜙(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 + 1) + ab 𝜙(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 − 1) + b

(133)

The discretized governing equations for the gas and particle phases are solved over the
computational domain using a tri-diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA) with under-relaxation
factors and using the alternating direction implicit (ADI) method. Coupling of gas phase pressure
and velocity is handled through the SIMPLEC algorithm with a TDMA line-by-line solver [77].
The combustion solver utilizes a similar procedure for the particle phase, omitting the pressurevelocity corrections. In order to converge the two phase solution, the solver iterates between the
gas and particle phases. The raceway formation solver can also utilize the PC-SIMPLE algorithm
[78].
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3.4 Iterative Procedure
Flow charts of the solution procedure for the raceway formation and raceway combustion solvers
are shown in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. Both solvers require input information from the CFD
simulation of the blowpipe/tuyere region, including gas flow rates, species concentrations,
temperatures, and other values.
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Figure 14. Flowchart of raceway formation CFD model.
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Figure 15. Flowchart of raceway combustion CFD model.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING RESEARCH

Applied research utilizing the CFD models detailed above has been conducted to develop new
knowledge regarding furnace operation and the effects of unique and previously unexplored
operating conditions. Simulations were conducted for various industrial blast furnaces under a
variety of conditions of interest in furnace operation. This chapter is divided into several major
sections, one for each of the industrial furnaces modeled using the previously detailed CFD
techniques. These simulations provide crucial insights into the phenomena inside industrial scale
blast furnaces, the influence of various novel auxiliary fuel injection techniques upon combustion
characteristics, and possible benefits to blast furnace operation.

4.1 Investigation of Natural Gas and Pulverized Coal Co-injection
AK Steel’s Dearborn Works facility, located in Dearborn, MI, produces a variety of high-quality
hot and cold rolled steels for many applications. The Dearborn Works blast furnace was rebuilt
and modernized in 2007, and numbers among the most efficient and productive blast furnaces in
the world for its size. The furnace has a total working volume of 1,797 m3 and is supplied hot blast
by 20 tuyeres around the bosh annulus. As is common practice in the operation of many modern
blast furnaces, the Dearborn Works facility utilizes tuyere level natural gas and pulverized coal
injection to reduce total coke consumption. The existing design of the Dearborn Works injection
facilities injects natural gas through a tuyere port in the upper inner surface of the tuyere.
Additionally, PCI is performed through a lance that is inserted through the side of the blowpipe
[79]. The pneumatic carrier gas for PCI is nitrogen, as is the case in many reported PCI systems.
As an inert gas with similar properties to air, nitrogen is often the pneumatic conveyance method
of choice for PCI. However, the use of nitrogen also presents certain disadvantages. When injected
at standard temperature, the nitrogen serves to cool pulverized coal particles, delaying the process
of coal devolatilization. In addition, a fraction of the combustion energy generated in the raceway
is lost in the process of heating the inert carrier gas.

In the past, operators and engineers at the Dearborn Works facility began to explore the concept
of using natural gas as the carrier gas for PCI. Prior to this research, there has been very little
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detailed reporting of this concept in the public domain. A publication in the late 1990s focusing
on co-injection of pulverized coal and natural gas mentions a method for utilizing natural gas as
the carrier for PCI, however, little detail was discussed, and the concept was not adopted [15]. This
portion of the research will present the industrial drivers for the research before examining
computational simulations of combustion phenomena in the tuyere and raceway of the Dearborn
Works blast furnace under a wide variety of operating conditions.

Based on best practice correlations and industrial experience, it was posited that this novel
injection technique could enhance combustion performance, increase furnace productivity, and
reduce operational expenses. Additionally, one of the aims of this new injection technique was to
develop a method of overcoming some existing complications with high rate PCI, including
increased total fuel rates for a given production rate and a reduction of permeability in the coke
bed [80]. Limiting excess nitrogen injection into the furnace also presents the possibility to
increase furnace productivity, as combustion energy will not be lost to the heating of an inert gas.
AK Steel Dearborn Works performed estimations of potential productivity increase in scenarios
with reduced nitrogen injection. These estimations are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Potential production benefits of reducing nitrogen injection.
Variable

Baseline

Wind (Nm3/hr)
O2 enrich. (% of wind)
NG/PCI (kg/MTHM)
Bosh Gas Vol. (Nm3/hr)
Production rate (mtpd)
Impact on annual
production (metric tons)

199,020
13.5
65/85
353,100
5,670
N/A

Potential 1
(Wind for
N2)
200,700
13.5
65/85
353,100
5,720
16,980

Potential 2
(O2 for N2)
199,020
14.3
65/85
353,100
5,810
49,500

Potential 3
(Wind for N2,
BGV constant)
200,625
13.5
65/85
353,100
5,710
16,180

Potential 4
(O2 for N2,
BGV constant)
199,020
14.0
65/85
353,100
5,750
29,330

As a whole, these potential benefits could yield significant reductions in operational and
production expenses in the Dearborn Works ironmaking unit. However, there exist significant risks
and expenses related to a drastic shift to natural gas as the PCI conveyance method. Due to this,
CFD modeling is an ideal choice to develop a detailed informational basis prior to capital
investment. Additionally, parametric studies using the model can provide insight into combustion
characteristics under both the existing and proposed injection designs and operating conditions at
Dearborn Works.
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4.1.1 Simulation Geometry
This study is concerned with the effects of injection parameters, designs, and operating conditions
on the combustion of natural gas and pulverized coal in the raceway of the Dearborn Works furnace.
The simulation domain modeled includes the blowpipe, pulverized coal and natural gas injection
locations, and the raceway. Two major designs were modeled in the current research: the injection
apparatus currently in use at Dearborn Works which utilizes a tuyere port to inject natural gas,
shown in Figure 16, and a second proposed design using dual symmetric lances for natural gas and
pulverized coal injection, shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16. Simplified schematic of current injection apparatus at Dearborn Works.
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Figure 17. Simplified schematic of proposed dual lance injection apparatus.
The outlet of the tuyere is defined as an outflow boundary condition. The walls of the domain
include heat flux boundary conditions to represent cooling water flow through the tuyere and
ambient air passing over the outside the blowpipe. Material thermal properties and surrounding
ambient temperatures are based on plant data. A baseline case was developed using operating
conditions representative of standard operation at the Dearborn Works furnace, including total
wind rate, hot blast temperature, oxygen enrichment, and fuel injection rates, and the geometry of
the current injection apparatus. This case serves as a reference point to which all further parametric
study cases, regardless of operating conditions, injection parameters, or designs, can be compared.
The geometry simulated in the baseline case is shown in Figures 18 and 19. The size and position
of the deadman in the Dearborn Works furnace was based on best practice data from previous
simulation studies and industrial experience from Dearborn Works plant personnel.
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Figure 18. Geometry of blowpipe and tuyere simulation for the Dearborn Works furnace.

Figure 19. 3-D geometry of raceway domain for the Dearborn Works baseline design.
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The parametric studies conducted in this project examined a wide variety of modified operating
conditions including the use of natural gas vs. nitrogen as the carrier gas for PCI, uncommon
operating conditions, such as reduced hot blast temperatures and wind rates, and more. Simulation
results were examined to provide a detailed analysis of phenomena in the tuyere and raceway such
as combustion location, gas temperatures, lance temperatures, species distributions, and fuel
burnout rates.

Additionally, studies were conducted on the effects of shifting the natural gas injection location
on combustion within the raceway using the proposed dual lance injection apparatus. These design
alterations were obtained by shifting the natural gas injection lance axially in and out of the
blowpipe by 5.08 cm (two inches) with respect to the proposed design. Though computational
modeling allows for a theoretically infinite number of possible lance designs and positions in the
blowpipe, spatial restrictions on the Dearborn Works furnace tuyere deck limit the implementation
of certain lance designs. Given this, the designs simulated in this study were focused only on
feasible injection locations that could be implemented at the Dearborn Works furnace. In addition,
the PCI lance position was not adjusted from the existing Dearborn Works design due in large part
to concerns regarding possible abrasion and/or thermal damage to the refractory inside the
blowpipe. Combustion phenomena in both the proposed dual lance design and the injection
apparatus currently in use at the Dearborn Works furnace were compared to further examine the
effects of natural gas injection location on auxiliary fuel combustion performance.

4.1.2 Baseline Case
Co-injection of pulverized coal and natural gas in the standard configuration and at typical
operating conditions at the AK Steel Dearborn Works blast furnace was modeled using CFD. As
previously mentioned, the baseline case simulated in this research project provides a reference
point for comparisons of combustion and flow phenomena within the tuyere and raceway, as well
as to perform validation of the simulation model against industrial observations. Pulverized coal
is carried by nitrogen gas through a single lance, and natural gas is injected through a tuyere port.
Operating conditions are typical for standard operation at the Dearborn Works furnace, a blast
furnace wind rate of 199,020 Nm3/hr, hot blast temperature of 1,408 K, 13.5% oxygen enrichment
in the hot blast, 85 kg/MTHM of PCI, and 65 kg/MTHM of NG. Coal particle size was defined by
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a Rosin-Rammler distribution centered on an average of 66 μm, based on data provided by
Dearborn Works coal analysis [81-83].

The injection of natural gas through a tuyere port on the upper surface of the inside of the tuyere
leads to a unique combusting gas plume inside the tuyere. Natural gas combustion takes place in
the region of gas mixing between injected natural gas and oxygen in the hot blast, near the upper
tuyere wall. The high temperatures generated by combustion in this area remain in the upper
portion of the tuyere jet, with very little mixing occurring between the combustion plume and the
pulverized coal injected through the lance. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 20,
detailing temperature distributions throughout the blowpipe and tuyere. Figure 21 shows gas
velocity distributions within the blowpipe and tuyere on the same cross-section. Aside from a
reduced velocity zone where pulverized coal is injected into the hot blast, gas velocity accelerates
as the blast travels down the tuyere due to both thermal expansion and the narrowing of the tuyere
nozzle.

Figure 20. Blowpipe/tuyere geometry (top) and gas temperature on section A-A (bottom).
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Figure 21. Gas velocity inside the tuyere and blowpipe on section A-A.
Unfortunately, these mixing conditions represent a significant failure of the current injection
apparatus at the Dearborn Works furnace, as one of the primary benefits of natural gas injection is
to supply additional heat for rapid devolatilization of pulverized coal. Since the combustion of
natural gas occurs almost entirely in the upper portion of the tuyere, downstream of the pulverized
coal injection lance tip, the high temperature combustion gases generated contribute very little to
the heating of pulverized coal. The coal particles are primarily heated by the hot blast itself, which
is at a significantly lower temperature than the natural gas combustion byproducts. This leads to
slower pulverized coal heating and less rapid devolatilization. Pulverized coal temperature
increases steadily as the particles travel down the tuyere, corresponding to the amount of time they
have spent in contact with the hot blast and minor heat transfer from the natural gas combustion
byproducts. Figure 22 details the flow paths of coal particles as they travel from the injection lance
through the tuyere. The path lines are colored by particle temperature, serving to highlight the very
minor influence of natural gas combustion on pulverized coal heating.
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Figure 22. Coal particle path lines drawn in the tuyere, colored by particle temperature.
Figure 23 illustrates the gas temperature and along the tuyere centerline, and three parallel lines
located 2, 4, and 6 cm above the centerline.

Figure 23. Coal particle temperature and average gas temperature plotted along the tuyere.
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An examination of devolatilization as pulverized coal particles pass through the tuyere yields the
expected results. Devolatilization is intense in the regions of the tuyere where coal particles come
into contact with the high temperature gases generated by natural gas combustion, while the
remainder of the injected coal releases little to none of its volatile matter. Figure 24 shows contours
of the volatile mass fraction in the gas phase on section A-A and several perpendicular cross
sections through the tuyere, parallel to the tuyere outlet. These results show direct correlation with
Figure 22, highlighting the link between enhanced coal particle heating from the natural gas
combustion plume and rapid volatile matter release.

Figure 24. Volatile mass fraction distribution throughout the tuyere (bottom).
It is also worth noting the mass fractions of free radicals generated by natural gas combustion
within the tuyere region. Figure 25 shows the distribution of free radicals included in the simulation
model along a line parallel to and 6 cm above the tuyere centerline, passing directly through the
plume of natural gas combustion from the tuyere port.
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Figure 25. Distribution of radical species through the natural gas plume in the tuyere.
All radicals observed are below 1% mass fraction, with most radicals peaking below 0.05%. With
this in mind, there should be no observable inconsistency between the species distributions
calculated using the EDC model in the tuyere and the corresponding eight species (primary stable
species) considered in the raceway region using the EBU model.

The results of the tuyere and blowpipe region model are supplied as inlet conditions for the
raceway simulation procedure. As the void fraction of the coke bed inside the furnace decreases
in a gradual fashion as one moves farther away from the tuyere, the raceway itself has no strictly
defined outer boundary in this simulation model. However, for purposes of illustration, a specific
boundary between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the raceway envelope must be defined. A void fraction
of 0.7 is selected to represent the boundary in the research presented herein. Figure 26 details the
shape and size of the raceway envelope for the simulation conducted at baseline operating
conditions. Overall the raceway size under these operating conditions measures approximately 1.2
meters in depth, 0.7 meters in width, and 1.1 meters in height.
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Figure 26. Contours of coke bed porosity (void fraction) for the baseline case.
As mentioned in section 1.1, the primary purpose of the tuyere blast assembly is to supply a jet of
hot blast gas into the lower regions of the furnace to facilitate combustion and generate the
necessary reducing gas for furnace operation. The momentum of the tuyere gas jet begins to
dissipate as the gas encounters lower void fraction regions of the raceway, and the jet disappears
entirely by the edge of the raceway envelope. Additional momentum is required to accelerate
pulverized coal and the corresponding carrier gas injected into the blowpipe, slightly reducing the
jet velocity near the tuyere centerline. Figure 27 details temperature and gas velocity distributions
and gas flow streamlines throughout the raceway region. Recirculation zones can be identified in
which pulverized coal and natural gas combustion produces significant amounts of heat. The upper
set of contours are located on section A-A and the lower set are located on section B-B, as defined
in Figure 26.
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Velocity (m/s)

Temperature (K)

Figure 27. Gas velocity (left) and temperature (right) in the raceway region.
The CFD model can also be used to predict an average value of raceway gas temperature after all
carbon, oxygen, and water vapor has been converted to CO and H2. This value is a numerically
calculated analogue to the Raceway Adiabatic Flame Temperature (RAFT). The RAFT is widely
utilized in industrial practice, and is a theoretical value based on furnace operating conditions that
can be used to calculate the temperature of raceway gas when all carbon, oxygen, and water vapor
have been converted into carbon monoxide and hydrogen gas. Under these conditions, the
predicted RAFT analogue is approximately 2,240 K (±4%). This compares favorably to the
industry-provided value for the stated baseline conditions of 2,290 K, with a total variation of
roughly 2%. Obviously, the temperature of these gases have a considerable influence on the
amount of heat energy available for reduction reactions and melting inside the blast furnace, and
as such they can impact the stability and performance of the process. The RAFT analogue is
calculated based upon the mass-weighted average values of gas temperatures above the raceway,
limited to gas containing less than one percent of O2, H2O, or CO2. However, it is also useful to
examine the distribution of gas temperature within the raceway region.

Examination of conditions within the raceway and surrounding coke bed under these conditions
indicates that significant stratification in gas temperatures is present throughout both the raceway
and coke bed above it due to the distribution of injected fuels in the tuyere. The rate of oxygen
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consumption is significantly higher in the upper part of the tuyere jet, in large part due to the
combustion of natural gas injected from the tuyere port. All remaining oxygen in the hot blast jet
is consumed by reactions with pulverized coal and coke inside the raceway envelope, producing
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and hydrogen. The carbon dioxide and water vapor
are further reduced to carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen gas (H2) through endothermic, noncombustion reactions. Figure 28 details the distribution of gas species in the raceway region on
section A-A, while Figure 28 details the distributions on section B-B.

Figure 28. Predicted gas species distributions on section A-A for the baseline simulation.
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Figure 29. Predicted gas species distributions on section B-B for the baseline simulation.
The lower temperature zone visible above the tip of the raceway region in Figure 27 corresponds
to a region of high hydrogen gas concentration in Figures 28 and 28, indicating that the temperature
drop is caused by endothermic reaction of water vapor with carbon. Additionally, gas species
distributions in the raceway are somewhat symmetric, as the injection apparatus has a large degree
of left-right symmetry. However, it can be observed that there exist some variations in CO2, CO,
O2, and H2 distribution. These asymmetries exist primarily due to the injection angle of the PCI
lance. Looking at the raceway from the outside of the furnace, the PC plume enters from the lance
on the upper right and drifts to the left of the raceway, producing the corresponding distributions
observed in Figure 29. In terms of a lengthwise distribution, Figure 30 details the species mass
fractions of combustion byproducts along the axis of the tuyere through the raceway and coke bed
beyond.
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Figure 30. Species mass fractions of CO, CO2, O2, and H2, plotted along the center of the tuyere
jet.
Oxygen is consumed quickly within and just beyond the tuyere as pulverized coal and natural gas
combustion occurs, and little oxygen remains at the center of the tuyere jet by the time the flow
reaches the raceway boundary. The Boudouard reaction begins to consume CO2 and convert it to
CO throughout the tuyere, with a sharp increase in the production of CO occurring as the gases
reach the coke bed near the raceway boundary. Production of H2 via the water-gas shift reactions
is also observable near the raceway boundary.

These results clearly indicate that gas temperatures within the raceway region vary significantly.
Gas temperatures at or near the raceway boundary range from a predicted low of 1,760 K to a
predicted high of 2,700 K, a large variation from the predicted RAFT analogue of 2,240 K (±4%).
As previously mentioned, furnace operators traditionally present RAFT as a single value
representing the gas temperatures throughout the raceway. While different methods of calculating
this value exist, no method has thus far taken into account the variations in gas temperature
observed in numerical modeling. Recent work by researchers at the University of Science and
Technology, Beijing proposed developing a “uniformity index” to quantify the distribution of
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temperature inside the furnace via use of a digital imaging system aimed down the furnace tuyere
[84]. Measurements indicate that the temperatures in the tuyere are non-uniform, and it is clear
that the system provides enhanced understanding of the conditions within the raceway. However,
as this system can only view portions of the raceway in line-of-sight of the tuyere nose, there are
limitations.

As seen in Figure 31, simulation modeling can explore the distribution of gas temperature on the
upper boundary of the raceway and beyond, providing additional insight into furnace conditions
through the development of a new “Topographical Flame Temperature.”

Figure 31. Representation of Topographical Flame Temperature defined at raceway upper
surface.
This topographical flame temperature has proven to be a valuable tool for examining the
distribution of gas temperatures and species inside the blast furnace at AK Steel. Future research
could utilize this new concept to examine heat loading on the furnace bosh (with an eye towards
management for campaign extension), scab formation and management, and factors contributing
to localized burden slips.

Simulation of the current auxiliary fuel injection configuration at the Dearborn Works furnace led
to the discovery of valuable information regarding pulverized coal combustion and burnout inside
the raceway. Under the baseline conditions simulated, despite the presence of high oxygen levels
throughout the hot blast tuyere jet, pulverized coal combustion remains incomplete in the raceway,
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with levels in some regions reaching only 60% before passing into the denser coke bed at the
raceway boundary. Poor utilization of injected fuel such as this results in economic losses, and
may also cause difficulties in standard operation of the furnace due to unburned coal particles
accumulating in the packed coke bed deeper in the furnace. This accumulation can result in
increased furnace pressure drops and reductions in furnace production rate and stability. Contours
of coal burnout in the raceway geometry are shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32. Contours of pulverized coal burnout fraction in the raceway region on section B-B
(left) and section A-A (right).
Additional validation of the numerical modeling techniques utilized in this study was established
through investigation of tuyere nose failures at the Dearborn Works blast furnace. Simulations of
the current injection apparatus predicted the formation of an arc of high temperature combusting
gas near the upper surface of the tuyere, leading to increased thermal wear of the tuyere nose.
Contours of the high temperature gas zones are shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Gas temperature contours located on cross-sections inside the tuyere parallel to the
tuyere outlet.
These regions of high gas temperature correspond to observations of thermal wear and ablation on
tuyeres removed from the Dearborn Works blast furnace, as seen in Figure 34. It is clear from this
analysis that the current injection apparatus of natural gas through a tuyere port results in
significant thermal wear to the tuyeres, and alternative injection methods could present significant
maintenance savings and shutdown avoidances in industrial operation.
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Figure 34. Sectioned nose of tuyere from AK Steel Dearborn Works with wear/ablation zones
visible.
4.1.3 Parametric Study
A total of 25 different cases, including the baseline case, were examined in this research. Two
different geometries for the auxiliary fuel injection apparatus were simulated: the co-injection
configuration currently in use at AK Steel Dearborn Works and a proposed new design utilizing
dual lance injection, with a single lance each for pulverized coal and natural gas. The parameters
varied in these cases included hot blast wind rates, hot blast temperatures, PCI and natural gas
injection rates, and oxygen enrichment amounts. The specific operating conditions used in each
case are detailed in Table 5. Parameters that have been modified from the baseline case are
highlighted in bold.
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Table 5. Operating conditions for parametric study cases.
PCI

NG

Carrier

Injection

Gas

Position

65

N2

Port

85

65

N2

Port

13.5

85

65

N2

Port

1408

11.0

85

65

N2

Port

199,020

1408

15.0

85

65

N2

Port

Case 5

199,020

1450

13.5

85

65

N2

Port

Case 6

199,020

1310

13.5

85

65

N2

Port

Case 7

199,020

1408

13.5

107.5

47.5

N2

Port

Case 8

199,020

1408

13.5

67.5

77.5

N2

Port

Case 9

199,020

1116

13.5

85

65

N2

Port

Case 10

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

N2

Lance

Case 11

176,550

1408

13.5

85

65

N2

Lance

Case 12

199,020

1408

15.0

85

65

N2

Lance

Case 13

199,020

1408

11.0

85

65

N2

Lance

Case 14

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Port

Case 15

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Lance

Case 16

176,550

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Port

Case 17

176,550

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Lance

Case 18

211,860

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Lance

Case 19

199,020

1408

11.0

85

65

CH4

Lance

Case 20

199,020

1408

15.0

85

65

CH4

Lance

Case 21

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

N2

Ext. Lance

Case 22

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

N2

Ret. Lance

Case 23

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Ext. Lance

Case 24

199,020

1408

13.5

85

65

CH4

Ret. Lance

Case 25

199.020

1408

13.5

0

150

N2

Lance

Blast Rate

Hot Blast

(Nm3/hr)

Temp. (K)

Baseline

199,020

1408

Case 1

176,550

Case 2

O2 Enrich.

PCI Rate

NGI Rate

(kg/thm)

(kg/thm)

13.5

85

1408

13.5

211,860

1408

Case 3

199,020

Case 4

Scenario

(% of
Wind)

This parametric study was performed in an effort to research the sensitivity of combustion
characteristics inside the raceway to operating and design variables. Determining the influence of
these varying conditions provides a baseline of information for developing best practices regarding
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injected auxiliary fuels that is valuable for both the Dearborn Works furnace and other blast
furnaces throughout the industry.

4.1.3.1 Comparison of Natural Gas and Nitrogen as the Pulverized Coal Carrier Gas
A significant component of this research was to examine the influence of a newly proposed method
for co-injecting natural gas and pulverized coal into the blast furnace. The proposed technique
utilized natural gas instead of nitrogen as the carrier gas for PCI on combustion characteristics
within the raceway region. This methodology has not been previously attempted in any industrial
application, and little, if any, research has been conducted upon the potential benefits of the
proposed technique throughout published literature.

Application of this proposed modification to the injection configuration currently in use at the
Dearborn Works blast furnace saw significant predicted changes in the combustion performance
of injected fuels. Several cases were modeled to determine the influence of various other
parameters on the combustion characteristics under both the natural gas carrier and nitrogen carrier
PCI methods.

Three cases were simulated using the current Dearborn Works injection apparatus. Cases 14 and
16 used natural gas as the PCI carrier, with case 16 using a lower wind rate. Case 1 also used a
lower wind rate, but was simulated with nitrogen as the carrier for PCI. Four cases were also
simulated with an alternative injection location for natural gas, using the aforementioned proposed
dual lance design as the injection apparatus. Cases 15 and 17 used natural gas as the carrier for
PCI, while cases 10 and 11 retained nitrogen as the pneumatic transportation method. Cases 15
and 10 utilized the baseline wind rate, while cases 17 and 11 were simulated at a lower wind rate.
The most significant results from these simulations were illuminated by examination and
comparison of the baseline case with case 14, case 15, and case 10.

When comparing the alternative carrier gas to the standard injection technique, the most obvious
change in phenomena inside the tuyere is the increased average gas temperature. The natural gas
conveying the pulverized coal combusts almost immediately after it leaves the PCI lance. Mixing
of this gas flow and oxygen in the hot blast is far greater than the natural gas injected from the
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tuyere port, leading to rapid combustion and increased gas and coal temperatures throughout the
tuyere. Figure 35 showcases the effects of the modified carrier gas on temperatures inside the
tuyere and the extent to which combustion is altered by the new flow patterns generated.

Figure 35. Gas temperature distribution inside the blowpipe and tuyere in the baseline case (left)
and for case 14 (right).
The pulverized coal particle temperatures in the baseline case and in case 14 are compared in
Figure 36.

Figure 36. Coal particle path lines colored by temperature for the baseline case (left) and case 14
(right).
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Pulverized coal is heated inside the tuyere much more rapidly when using natural gas as the carrier
gas, due to the immediate natural gas combustion surrounding the coal particles. This in turn leads
to greatly improved coal devolatilization. Overall, the percentage of volatile matter released from
the coal particles inside the tuyere increased to 92.1% in case 14 compared to 13.2% in the baseline
case. This rapid devolatilization and better heating of pulverized coal particles allows in turn for
more rapid conversion of char into carbon monoxide and improved gas utilization throughout the
furnace. The significant change in gas phase (released) volatile matter can be observed in Figure
37, and Figure 38 shows a plot of fuel burnout percentage across the raceway domain.

Figure 37. Contours of volatile mass fraction for the baseline case (top) and case 14 (bottom).
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Figure 38. Burnout percentage plotted across the length of the raceway region for the baseline
case and case 14.
In addition to the massive improvement in volatile release rates inside the tuyere, the total coal
particle burnout ratio over the raceway increased from 70.7% to 86.8%. This enhanced combustion
indicates that the switch to natural gas as the carrier for PCI could improve furnace efficiency. It
also has the potential to address furnace instability issues generated by buildup of unburned
pulverized coal particles in the coke bed. Despite these benefits, it is worth noting that the amount
of devolatilization and combustion occurring inside the tuyere can also present concerns. High
combustion rates inside the tuyere can generate high thermal loading to the tuyere walls, leading
to shorter lifespans for furnace tuyeres. Additionally, it can lead to large pressure drops over the
tuyere, potentially high enough to cause problems during normal plant operation.

The proposed dual lance injection configuration at the Dearborn Works furnace (case 15) was also
examined with both nitrogen and natural gas as the carrier for PCI. This modified design essentially
retracts the primary natural gas injection position by several inches and places it at the center of
the tuyere for better mixing with the hot blast gas flow. This is a significant alteration of the
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injection apparatus, and as such, it results in large changes to the combustion characteristics in the
tuyere. The proposed design enhanced total fuel burnout significantly, with an injected fuel
burnout ratio approaching 96%. This burnout rate represents an increase of roughly 35% over the
baseline case. Devolatilization is slightly slower in the proposed design, due to the increased mass
of low temperature gas in the center of the tuyere requiring additional time to fully heat the
pulverized coal particles. However, this also lessens concerns over rapid combustion inside the
tuyere and the corresponding pressure drops and thermal wear. These results can be observed from
the gas temperature contours shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Gas temperature contours inside the blowpipe and tuyere for the baseline case (left)
and for case 15 (right).
As was expected based on the temperature distributions inside the tuyere, the total amount of
volatile matter released when using natural gas and nitrogen as the PCI carrier in the proposed
design is lower than the devolatilization case 14, but higher than that of the baseline case. Inside
the tuyere, devolatilization in case 15 increased to 26.4%, compared to 13.2% in the baseline case.
The burnout rate in the raceway increased to 95.7%, compared to 70.7% in the baseline case. The
increased devolatilization in the tuyere can be seen in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. Contours of volatile mass fraction for the baseline case (top) and case 15 (bottom).
The proposed dual lance design also shows an improvement in combustion efficiency compared
to the baseline case when utilizing the Dearborn Works blast furnace current operating conditions
(case 10). Pulverized coal is injected through a blowpipe lance using nitrogen gas as the
conveyance method and natural gas is injected through the secondary blowpipe lance. Although
the total burnout rate showed a lesser increase (89.7% compared with 95.7%) than case 15, the
predicted value remains significantly higher than that of the baseline injection apparatus (70.7%).
As observed when shifting the carrier gas to natural gas, the proposed dual lance arrangement
improves burnout due to enhanced mixing of pulverized coal and the high temperature natural gas
plume. Devolatilization inside the tuyere was significantly higher in case 10 than in case 15, with
a total of 62% volatile matter released compared to 26.4%. A comparison between the volatile
mass fraction in the tuyere between case 15 and case 10 can be seen in Figure 41.
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Figure 41. Contours of volatile mass fraction inside the tuyere for case 10 (top) and case 15
(bottom).
From these results, it becomes clear that the speed at which pulverized coal devolatilizes has an
effect on combustion efficiency. However, it does not always directly correlate with the total
burnout rate of injected fuel throughout the furnace. As injected natural gas competes with
pulverized coal for available oxygen, fuel-oxygen mixing also has a significant influence on
combustion characteristics. Simulations indicate that the proposed dual lance design appears to
improve upon the efficiency of the current design at the Dearborn Works furnace in all cases.
Further simulations will examine the effects of this design shift later on.

4.1.3.2 Effects of Blast Furnace Wind Rate
During standard furnace operation, operating parameters are often modified to meet production
rates. The effects of these variations on combustion in the raceway have also been examined in
this research. Holding all other operating parameters constant at baseline conditions (hot blast
temperature of 1,408 K, oxygen enrichment of 13.5%, 85 kg/MTHM of PCI, and 65 kg/MTHM
of NG) and using the current auxiliary fuel injection apparatus, the blast furnace wind rate was
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varied between 176,550 Nm3/hr (case 1) and 211,860 Nm3/hr (case 2). The baseline operating
condition was 199,020 Nm3/hr. Comparisons of wind rate were also made using the proposed dual
lance design with nitrogen as the PCI carrier (cases 10 and 11), the standard injection design with
natural gas as the PCI carrier (cases 14 and 16), and the dual lance design with natural gas as the
PCI carrier (cases 15, 17, and 18).
Comparison of the baseline case, case 1 (176,550 Nm3/hr), and case 2 (211,860 Nm3/hr) indicates
that the primary differences result from reduced convection heat transfer from the hot blast to the
blowpipe, tuyere, and lance walls in case 1. Figure 42 shows that gas temperature distributions are
essentially identical between the three cases. This indicates that the combustion characteristics of
natural gas and pulverized coal in the tuyere are not significantly affected by the hot blast flow
rate.
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Figure 42. Contours of gas temperature inside the blowpipe/tuyere region for case 1 (top), the
baseline case (middle), and case 2 (bottom).
The changes to blast flow rate have a more significant influence on the furnace raceway. Changes
to the total wind rate alter the tuyere velocity and mass flow rate, and hence change the size and
shape of the raceway envelope. Temperature distributions remain almost identical, however, the
raceway is smaller in case 1 compared to the other two cases, and oxygen does not penetrate as far
into the raceway coke bed. As expected, reducing the wind rate also reduces total fuel burnout in
the absence of other factors. The total fuel burnout rate in case 1 is 69.8%, compared with 70.7%
in the baseline case and 73.0% in case 2. The gas velocity distributions in the raceway region, as
well as the relative raceway sizes for each case are shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43. Contours of gas velocity on section A-A (top) and section B-B (bottom) in the
raceway region for case 1 (left), the baseline case (middle), and case 2 (right).
These trends are also observed in cases 10 and 11, cases 14 and 16, and cases 15, 17, and 18. The
total fuel burnout rate is 93.8% for case 10, 91.3% for case 11, 83.3% for case 14, 81.2% for case
16, 96.7% for case 15, 94.5% for case 17, and 100% for case 18.

4.1.3.3 Effects of Oxygen Enrichment
Hot blast oxygen enrichment was also examined in this research, expressed as a percentage of the
blast furnace wind. Furnace operating parameters are once again held constant at a wind rate of
199,020 Nm3/hr, hot blast temperature of 1,408 K, 85 kg/MTHM of PCI, and 65 kg/MTHM of
natural gas. Oxygen enrichment total was varied from 11% (case 3) to 13.5% (baseline case) to
15% (case 4).

Similar to the effects of blast furnace wind rate, the variations in oxygen enrichment generated
little predicted variation in gas combustion within the tuyere. There is enough oxygen present in
the hot blast flow to allow for complete natural gas combustion in all three cases and the
temperature distributions within the tuyere are extremely similar between the three cases. The most
obvious difference between these cases is an increase in raceway average temperature, as seen in
Figure 44.
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Figure 44. Contours of gas temperature on section A-A (top) and section B-B (bottom) in the
raceway region for case 3 (left), the baseline case (middle), and case 4 (right).
The other result of import from this variation of parameters is an observed increase in predicted
fuel burnout over the raceway, as seen in Figure 45. This increase corresponds with increased
raceway temperatures and total oxygen enrichment. As previously mentioned, the burnout ratio in
the baseline case is 70.7%. Decreasing oxygen enrichment to 11% reduces the burnout ratio to
67.3% (case 3), while increasing oxygen enrichment to 15% leads to a burnout ratio of 73.3% (case
5).
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Figure 45. Fuel burnout vs. horizontal distance from tuyere nose in raceway region.
4.1.3.4 Effects of Hot Blast Temperature
To study the effects of hot blast temperature on raceway combustion characteristics, all parameters
were fixed at the baseline conditions, while the hot blast temperature was varied between 1450 K
(case 5), 1310 K (case 6), and 1120 K (case 9). Temperature distributions are mostly unaffected
by these alterations, both in the tuyere and raceway regions, as seen in Figure 46.
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Figure 46. Contours of gas temperature on section A-A (top) and section B-B (bottom) in the
raceway region for case 5 (left), the baseline case (middle), and case 6 (right).
However, hot blast temperature does have an influence on devolatilization speed inside the tuyere.
The percentage of volatile matter released by the end of the tuyere in the baseline case is 13.2%,
compared to 14.2% in case 5 and 9.5% in case 6. Increasing the hot blast temperature contributes
to heating of injected pulverized coal particles and hastens devolatilization in the tuyere region.

4.1.3.5 Variation of PCI and Natural Gas Injection Rates
In recent years, the price of natural gas in North America has fallen rapidly due to a supply
abundance generated by fracking. For this reason, gaining an understanding of the effects of varied
fuel injection rates and ratios in co-injection systems has become extremely important. Cases were
simulated at baseline conditions and the standard injection design at the Dearborn Works furnace,
with a varied ratio between PCI and natural gas injection. The baseline case injection rates were
85 kg/MTHM of PCI and 65 kg/MTHM of natural gas. Two modified cases were modeled, one
using 107.5 kg/MTHM of PC and 47.5 kg/MTHM of natural gas (case 7) and one using 67.5
kg/MTHM of PCI and 77.5 kg/MTHM of natural gas (case 8).

Modifying the ratio of natural gas to pulverized coal injected into the furnace can have a significant
influence on combustion characteristics in the tuyere and raceway. One obvious factor is the mass
and momentum of injected pulverized coal particles. Operation with an increased PCI rate requires
more energy to heat and accelerate pulverized coal particles, as well as to begin the devolatilization
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process. As the compared cases all utilized the baseline injection design, any additional natural gas
supplied through the tuyere port will not combust immediately in the tuyere, rather it will combust
and decompose in the raceway. Figure 47 shows a comparison between temperature and velocity
distributions in the tuyere region for the modified injection ratio cases.

Figure 47. Contours of gas temperature (left) and gas velocity (right) in the tuyere for the
modified auxiliary fuel injection ratio cases.
The reduced PCI mass in case 8 leads to a higher fuel burnout of 75.8%, 5% higher than the
baseline case. This occurs primarily due to the reduced mass of pulverized coal particles heating
and mixing with oxygen faster in the identical hot blast conditions. The reverse is true in case 7,
with the increased PCI rate leading to a lower total fuel burnout of 66.8%. Case 7, with a higher
PCI rate and a reduced natural gas injection rate, results in a RAFT analogue of 2,270 K (±4%).
Case 8, with an increased natural gas injection rate and a reduced PCI rate results in a RAFT
analogue of roughly 2,230 K (±4%). Overall, this results in a 1.2% increase in gas temperature in
Case 7, and a 0.6% decrease in gas temperature in Case 8 when compared to the baseline conditions.

This can also be observed in Figure 48, wherein the gas temperature in case 8 is higher than both
the baseline and case 7 for the first 0.2 meters inside the raceway. However, after the natural gas
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has completed reacting with oxygen, the reaction products will then consume heat, reducing the
raceway flame temperature. By contrast, in case 7, the additional pulverized coal combustion
serves to increase raceway temperatures, as more heat is released in total despite the lower burnout
rate.

Figure 48. Coal temperature vs. horizontal distance from the tuyere nose in the raceway region.
In general, the gas temperature distribution remains similar between these cases. Species
distribution along the flow path of gases through the raceway is also essentially identical. This has
to do in part with the location of the natural gas injection port on the tuyere upper surface. The
byproducts of natural gas combustion are concentrated in a similar region in all three cases.

Another case (Case 25) using only natural gas injection was also examined as part of this research.
This case is intended to represent a scenario under which furnace operators are unable to utilize
pulverized coal for a given period of time, for either economic or practical reasons. In an effort to
avoid increasing the furnace coke rate, which is a costly and time consuming process, additional
natural gas becomes necessary to supply the remainder of the necessary reducing gases previously
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generated by pulverized coal. In this case, natural gas was injected through a lance at 150
kg/MTHM, a rate near the upper end of potentially feasibility. Injection conditions were otherwise
identical, and production rates were assumed to be the same in Case 25 as in the baseline operation
scenario.

Figure 49 compares contours of gas temperature, CH4 mass fraction, and H2O mass fraction in the
raceway region for Case 25. Figure 50 compares the TOFT between baseline operating conditions
and Case 25. The differences between the gas temperature distribution in a natural gas-only
operating scenario and the standard co-injection case are immediately apparent.

Figure 49. Contours of gas temp. (left), CO2 mass fraction (middle), and H2O mass fraction
(right) for Case 4.

Figure 50. Comparison of TOFT between the baseline case (left) and Case 25 (right).
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The tuyere jet is the primary reaction region, producing heat through combustion of CH4. The
byproducts of this combustion (CO2 and H2O) then make contact with the coke bed, and
endothermic reactions reduce them into CO and H2. However, with no pulverized coal to increase
temperatures further, the furnace gases immediately begin to lose heat to the endothermic reactions
of natural gas combustion byproducts. In this scenario, instead of coke or pulverized coal
combusting with hot blast O2, the only method through which reducing gases can be produced is
through the endothermic reactions of CO2 and H2O with coke and the cracking of any uncombusted CH4. Gas species distribution can be observed in Figure 51, showing a plot of mass
fractions along the centerline of the tuyere jet.

Figure 51. Species mass fractions of CO, CO2, O2, and H2, plotted along the center of the tuyere
jet for Case 4.
In this scenario, almost all injected fuel is consumed within the raceway, yet the RAFT analogue
in Case 25 is significantly lower than any of the previous cases, falling to approximately 2,000 K
(±4%), an 11.1 % decrease compared to the baseline case. This reduction in flame temperature,
owed in entirety to the removal of heat from pulverized coal combustion and the increase in
endothermic reactions between coke and the products of natural gas combustion, clearly indicates
the fundamental reasons why increased natural gas injection rates often result poor furnace stability.
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It is also worth noting that there is a significant change in temperatures in the lower regions of the
furnace, particularly near the furnace wall directly above the tuyere. This would likely result in
lower overall heat loading and reduced wear from an operational perspective.

Together, the cases examined in this section provide a unique view of the conditions within the
blast furnace raceway region, as well as data corresponding to the general quenching effect of
natural gas upon the flame temperature. The simulations clearly illustrate the effects of increased
natural gas injection rates upon raceway gas temperatures. As shown in Figure 52, increasing the
injection rate of natural gas can significantly reduce gas temperatures, leading to a unique
environment in the blast furnace that must be carefully monitored by operators. One factor that is
crucial here is the quenching effect of natural gas injection. The 11% decrease in flame temperature
from the baseline case to the high-rate natural gas injection scenario could present difficulties in
maintaining stable furnace operation.
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Figure 52. RAFT analogue for the baseline case and Cases 7,8,10, and 25 (±4%).
This quenching effect remains one of the primary reasons why extremely high natural gas rate
operation remains limited in application, despite the obvious economic advantages of replacing
coke with low cost North American natural gas. While it is somewhat unclear as to the exact lower
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limit of flame temperature for stable furnace operation, recent research has documented the fact
that most North American blast furnaces operate in a range of flame temperatures over 2,020 K
[85]. The modeling in the scenario of Case 25 predicts a RAFT analogue slightly below that value,
placing these conditions squarely at the onset of potential instability. It is clear that attempts to
increase injected natural gas levels further without also adjusting other furnace operating
parameters may introduce significant operational concerns.

Generally, the quenching effect can be counteracted by increasing the O2 content in the furnace
hot blast, allowing for additional heat generation via combustion with coke. However, in addition
to increasing furnace coke consumption, this increase in O2 can also lead to decreasing gas
temperatures at the top of the furnace, causing potential condensation. Working within these
constraints, there exists a theoretical upper limit to natural gas injection rates of somewhere around
150–160 kg/THM. There have been efforts to push this limit, as well as conceptual methods for
expanding the window in which stable furnace operation can be achieved [85]. However, few
research projects have fully explored these concepts, and there exists the possibility for significant
future improvements to the process of blast furnace natural gas injection.

4.1.3.6 Effects of Natural Gas Injection Location
The final parameters varied in this research examine the effects of modifying the injection location
of natural gas in a co-injection environment with pulverized coal. The baseline case (using a tuyere
port to inject natural gas) was compared to case 10 (identical operating conditions, modified with
the proposed dual lance injection design). Additionally, simulations were conducted comparing
case 1 (using the natural gas port) to case 11 (using the dual lance design) at an increased wind
rate of 176,550 Nm3/hr. A general layout of the dual-lance design along with temperature contours
for case 10 are shown below in Figure 53.
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Figure 53. Proposed dual lance injection design (top) and temperature contours in tuyere and
blowpipe (bottom).
In this injection apparatus, natural gas combustion inside the tuyere contributes a significant
amount of heat to the pulverized coal particles. Downstream of the injection site, gas and coal
particles increase rapidly. Additionally, the momentum of the natural gas injection has a
significantly higher gas mass flow rate compared to the pulverized coal carrier gas (0.22 kg/s of
natural gas vs. 0.03 kg/s of nitrogen). This helps to disperse the pulverized coal plume as it leaves
the PCI lance and enhance mixing of both auxiliary fuels with available oxygen in the tuyere and
blowpipe. Other published studies on coal particle combustion inside the raceway region have
indicated that coal particle dispersion can enhance auxiliary fuel combustion and furnace
performance [34]. Figure 54 shows path lines of coal particles inside the tuyere, colored by particle
temperature.
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Figure 54. Coal particle path lines drawn in the tuyere, colored by particle temperature.

The increased coal particle plume dispersion is immediately obvious, and the comparison of gas
temperature along the tuyere centerline between the baseline case and the dual lance design in
Figure 55 highlights the enhanced heating.
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Figure 55. Gas temperature plotted along the tuyere centerline from the PCI lance tip to the
tuyere outlet.
Examining coal particle devolatilization inside the tuyere provides similar results. Figure 56 shows
contours of volatile mass fraction on both top and side cross-sections through the tuyere.
Devolatilization appears to be highest in the path of the natural gas plume, corresponding to the
regions of high temperature gases generated by natural gas combustion. The devolatilization rate
inside the tuyere in case 10 reaches 62%, a significant increase from the standard Dearborn Works
furnace design results (13.2%).
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Figure 56. Contours of volatile mass fraction on horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) crosssections through the tuyere.
From this analysis, the primary predicted benefit of modifying the natural gas injection locations
has to do with heating pulverized coal particles by natural gas combustion. As previously
mentioned, in the baseline design, where natural gas is injected via a tuyere port, mixing of the
natural gas and pulverized coal plumes is poor. Natural gas combusts only in the region where it
mixes with oxygen from the hot blast, resulting in poor heating of the pulverized coal particles.
However, the dual injection lance design places the natural gas and PCI locations immediately
next to one another at the center of the tuyere. This results in better mixing of natural gas with the
hot blast, better mixing of high temperature combusted gas with pulverized coal, and more rapid
heating of pulverized coal. Figure 57 compares the temperature inside the blowpipe and tuyere
region in the baseline case, case 1, case 10, and case 11. Modeling results predict that the total fuel
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burnout rate in case 10 is increased to 89.7% from 70.7% in the original Dearborn Works design.
A similar increase to 87.1% from 69.8% is predicted between case 11 and case 1.

Figure 57. Contours of gas temperature on section A-A in the tuyere and blowpipe region for the
altered lance design cases.
The natural gas injection location was further modified within the confines of the dual lance
injection apparatus, and results were compared to case 10 (the baseline of the dual lance design).
The natural gas lance was extended or retracted by 5.08 cm (two inches) along the axis of insertion.
The results of this analysis provide insight into possible advantages presented by lance positioning
for auxiliary fuel combustion efficiency inside the raceway. Case 21 (extended lance) and case 22
(retracted lance) use nitrogen as the carrier gas for PCI, while case 23 (extended lance) and case
24 (retracted lance) use natural gas as the PCI carrier. Figure 58 illustrates the lance positioning in
all three geometries.
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Figure 58. Geometry of proposed dual lance design (left), extended lance design (middle), and
retraced lance design (right).
Simulations predict that modifying the natural gas lance position has a significant influence on
combustion locations and flow phenomena inside the tuyere. Examination of Figure 59 reveals
that extending and retracting the natural gas lance causes horizontal shifts in the high temperature
gas regions resulting from combustion inside the tuyere. This phenomenon occurs primarily due
to the impact on injected fuel momentum from the natural gas lance. As previously mentioned,
changing the natural gas injection position from the tuyere port to a secondary lance led to
significant changes in flow phenomena. Similarly, the movement of the natural gas lance along
the axial direction also impacts the distribution and mixing of injected fuels in the tuyere.

Figure 59. Gas temperature distributions inside the blowpipe and tuyere for case 21 (left) and
case 22 (right).
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In case 21, the incoming pulverized coal stream encounters interference due to the position of the
natural gas lance, and is redirected in multiple directions towards the walls of the tuyere. This
phenomenon is clearly illustrated in Figure 60.

Figure 60. Comparison of coal particle path lines inside the tuyere, colored by temperature.
Coal particle dispersion is increased in Case 21, due to the impingement of coal on the natural gas
lance. However, while this impingement assists in coal dispersion, the physical contact of the
pulverized coal stream with the natural gas lance may introduce serious reliability issues. Solid
particle impacts could result in erosion of the natural gas lance and a general degradation of
operating conditions inside the tuyere, resulting in unplanned maintenance expenditures.
Additionally, when natural gas is utilized as the carrier for PCI as in case 23, combustion serves
to heat the natural gas lance tip, possibly resulting in significant thermal damage, as shown in
Figure 61.

Figure 61. Comparison of lance tip surface temperature, with the high temperature zone observed
in case 23 highlighted.
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Devolatilization inside the tuyere is similar in case 10 and the retracted lance design (case 21), but
is increased in the extended lance design (case 22). In case 21, 73.2% of available volatile matter
is released inside the tuyere, compared to 62.0% for case 10 and 60.9% for case 22. However,
simulations predict that case 22 provides the highest total fuel burnout of the cases simulated, at
96.7%. This compares favorably to case 10 (89.7%) and case 23 (76.8%). Figure 61 provides a
comparison of volatile mass fractions inside the tuyere region for case 10, case 21, and case 22. In
large part due to the flow obstruction generated by the natural gas lance, a significant amount of
coal particles track through the higher temperature outer regions of the NG plume in case 21. These
particles are nearer to the high temperature gases generated by natural gas combustion, leading to
more rapid devolatilization. However, this design also results in lower total burnout due to poor
mixing of oxygen, char, and volatiles.

Figure 62. Contours of volatile mass fraction inside the tuyere for cases 10, 21, and 22.
As Figure 63 shows, the location of natural gas injection has a significant influence on combustion
characteristics throughout the raceway. In case 10 (baseline dual lance design), coal burns
gradually over the entirety of the raceway region, and consumption stops after all oxygen is
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consumed from the hot blast. In both case 21 and case 22, initial coal burnout occurs more rapidly.
However, conditions in case 21 result in pulverized coal particles experiencing reagent starvation,
resulting in a lower maximum burnout value. In case 22, the total fuel burnout is enhanced due to
improved mixing of the hot blast, injected natural gas, and injected pulverized coal.

Figure 63. Comparison of fuel burnout along the raceway for case 10 (Baseline), case 21, and
case 22.
4.1.3.7 Summary of Simulation Results
As predicted by other simulation models, increased devolatilization in the tuyere does not always
directly correlate with an increased burnout rate throughout the raceway system. The parametric
studies undertaken in the project indicate that the proposed concept of switching the PCI carrier
gas from nitrogen to natural gas enhances total fuel burnout in all simulated cased. Additionally,
while other operating parameters have minor effects on total auxiliary fuel burnout, adjusting the
natural gas injection location has significant effects on the burnout rate. Regardless of the carrier
gas used, injecting natural gas downstream of pulverized coal reduced the total burnout rate, while
injecting it upstream of the coal increased total burnout. The final results for all cases run, focusing
on combustion characteristics, are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6. Combustion results of parametric study simulations.
Volatile Released in
Total Burnout Rate
Scenario
Tuyere
Across the Raceway
Baseline
13.2%
70.7%
Case #1
11.7%
69.8%
Case #2
14.1%
72.9%
Case #3
13.5%
67.3%
Case #4
13.4%
73.3%
Case #5
14.2%
75.4%
Case #6
9.5%
72.3%
Case #7
12.6%
66.8%
Case #8
18.3%
75.8%
Case #9
4.2%
76.0%
Case #10
62.0%
89.7%
Case #11
60.1%
87.1%
Case #12
70.4%
97.0%
Case #13
69.7%
90.1%
Case #14
92.1%
86.8%
Case #15
26.4%
95.7%
Case #16
88.2%
71.4%
Case #17
19.0%
88.7%
Case #18
36.8%
100.0%
Case #19
33.1%
95.6%
Case #20
35.2%
98.9%
Case #21
73.2%
76.8%
Case #22
60.9%
96.7%
Case #23
65.5%
93.1%
Case #24
29.3%
100.0%
Case #25
N/A
N/A
The cases modeled in this simulation study provide an overview of a wide range of operating
conditions for the Dearborn Works blast furnace. Within the scope of the study, novel injection
methods were examined, including the effects of changing the carrier gas for PCI from nitrogen to
natural gas (Case 14). Results indicate that this switch can provide a significant improvement to
injected fuel burnout, increasing volatile release in the tuyere by nearly 600% and increasing fuel
burnout by approximately 23%. Simulations also predicted that modifying the injection location
of natural gas significantly improves total fuel burnout through enhancing the mixing of auxiliary
fuels and hot blast. Specifically, the highest predicted burnout rate (96.7%) under standard
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operating conditions at the Dearborn Works furnace was achieved with a modified dual lance
injection design (case 22), a 36.7% increase compared to the baseline case. Modifications to the
furnace wind rate and oxygen enrichment allowed the simulation model to predict 100% fuel
burnout, however, these alterations in operating conditions may lead to unwanted changes in total
production rate or increases in raceway flame temperature to unsustainable levels.

In a similar vein, cases testing variations in the ratio between injected natural gas and pulverized
coal caused shifts in the gas species concentrations of CO2 and H2O, leading to additional
endothermic reactions which may decrease raceway flame temperature. Detailed examination of
these results confirmed the limitations of natural gas injection and highlighted the need for
techniques to increase flame temperature without further oxygen enrichment, such as pre-heating
injected natural gas.

4.1.3.8 Industrial Implementation of Design and Operational Improvements
Simulation modeling indicates that process efficiency could be enhanced by altering the
configuration and operational conditions of the furnace co-injection apparatus at AK Steel
Dearborn works. However, industrial implementation of these results presents additional
difficulties. The simplest modification to the injection apparatus (modifying the natural gas
injection location from a tuyere port to a secondary lance) would require changing all blowpipe
and tuyere stock to accommodate the new design. Plant engineers also suggest that this
modification could present additional difficulties with maintenance scheduling. The modification
process to alter the injection apparatus is currently in progress, however, the timing of the
changeover depends heavily on operational considerations. If restricted to the expected life cycle
of tuyeres currently in use on the furnace, the time required to execute this modification would be
nearly 450 days. Installing the modifications on all tuyeres at once would increase expenditures
considerably.

Switching the PCI carrier gas from nitrogen to natural gas is an even more complex proposition.
Plant engineers suggest that a re-design of the PCI system between the pulverized coal feed tanks
and the transport line would be necessary, focusing on the mixing tee where carrier gas is
introduced to the coal particles. A natural gas supply line would also need to be introduced into
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the pulverized coal storage area, and the process would need to be controlled carefully to ensure
safe operation. Further experimental and modeling work may also be necessary regarding the gas
flow rates of the carrier gas, due to changes in solids loading and the shift deeper into the dense
phase range, as seen in Figure 64.

Figure 64. Influence of PCI carrier gas type and injection rate on solids loading of the PCI
system.
Trials are expected to be run on an injection test rig on a small scale, allowing PCI to be performed
using natural gas as the carrier in a select number of tuyeres. Still, full industrial implementation
is likely necessary to verify the significant benefits predicted by industrial-scale simulation results,
including increased coke replacement ratios, improved furnace stability, increased furnace
productivity levels (nearly 2.5% improvement), and a reduction in nitrogen gas consumption of
roughly 12% for the entirety of AK Steel Dearborn Works.

Additionally, examining results from these simulations provided valuable insight into industrial
operational observations, including questions as to why difficulties exist in maintaining coal
injection stability during unplanned reduced stove operation at the Dearborn Works furnace. This
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type of operation typically occurs at PCI rates, reduced wind rates, and reduced hot blast
temperatures. Observations at the Dearborn Works furnace indicated that these scenarios present
difficulties in maintaining injection on lances due to decreased combustion and darker coal plumes.
The light detection system on the furnace will then shut down coal injection, interpreting the darker
coal plume as a possible blocked tuyere, which can present significant safety concerns in furnace
operation.

4.2 Investigation of Natural Gas Injection Lance Designs
The blast furnace at the Stelco Inc. Lake Erie Works plant, located in Nanticoke, Ontario, has
operated entirely using natural gas injection. Plant operation focused on the utilization of high rate
natural gas injection to reduce overall furnace coke consumption in recent years. In order to
optimize injected fuel combustion under different operating conditions, three different natural gas
injection lance designs were modeled. Initially, a multi-ported ‘fast lance’ with a complex
geometry containing several points of egress for gas flow was utilized in the furnace. During
furnace outages, these lances were modified by boring out the tip region to generate a more
simplistic geometry, known as the ‘bored lance.’ A final modification was a shift to simple straight
pipe lances for natural gas injection. This portion of the research explores the influence of these
three lance designs on the combustion characteristics of natural gas within the blast furnace tuyere
and raceway, with an eye toward furnace operational efficiency and stability [86].

4.2.1 Simulation Geometry
This study is concerned with the effects of lance design on the combustion of natural gas injected
into the tuyere and raceway of the Lake Erie Works furnace. The simulation domain modeled
includes the blowpipe, natural gas injection lance, and the raceway. As previously mentioned,
three lance designs were modeled, the details of which are shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 65. Geometry of blowpipe and tuyere region in the Lake Erie Works furnace (top) and
natural gas lance tip designs (bottom).
The tuyere outlet is defined as an outflow boundary condition. Natural convection acting upon
thermal insulation is applied as the boundary condition at the domain walls of the blowpipe. The
inner surface of the tuyere is cooled via a water cooling system, which is modeled through a
constant heat flux assumption. All three lance designs were simulated at identical conditions, with
a hot blast temperature of 1420 K, a hot blast flow rate of 4.01 kg/s per tuyere, 30.9% oxygen in
the hot blast, an operating pressure of 347 kPa, and a natural gas flow rate of 0.2686 kg/s per tuyere
at 300 K.

4.2.2 Results of Simulations
Gas combustion within the tuyere is heavily dependent upon the injection lance design. When
using the fast lance, natural gas is dispersed much more rapidly and more evenly throughout the
tuyere, resulting in enhanced mixing with hot blast oxygen and increased combustion. The bored
lance tip also enhances mixing, though to a significantly lower degree than the fast lance design.
Combustion rates inside the tuyere are lowest in the straight lance case, as fuel mixing is not
enhanced through additional injection ports as in the other two cases. This phenomenon can be
observed in Figures 66 and 67.
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Figure 66. Gas temperature distributions within the tuyere along cross-sectional planes parallel to
the flow direction.

Figure 67. CO2 mass fraction distributions within the tuyere along cross-sectional planes parallel
to the flow direction.
Additionally, the enhanced combustion and increased gas temperatures when using the fast lance
design also increase average gas velocity at the tuyere outlet due to thermal expansion. The gas
velocity in the straight lance and bored lance cases is similar, while the increased thermal
expansion in the fast lance case results in an 8.5% increase in gas velocity at the tuyere outlet
(nearly 40 m/s), as seen in Figure 68.
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Figure 68. Gas velocity distributions within the tuyere along cross-sectional planes parallel to the
flow direction.
Operators at the Lake Erie Works blast furnace indicated that high pressure drops were observed
in the furnace at high natural gas injection rates during the use of the fast lance tips, limiting the
maximum wind rate and furnace production rate. Simulation results appear to provide an
explanation for this phenomenon, as evidenced by Figure 69.

Figure 69. Static gauge pressure distribution on a vertical center plane through the tuyere (a) and
average static pressure drop plotted along the tuyere (b).
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Pressure contours predicted in the fast lance case show a pressure spike near the side vents of the
lance. Examination of mass flow rates indicate that nearly 60% of the natural gas injected through
the lance flows through the side ports in this design, leading to high combustion and thermal
expansion in these regions. Overall the simulation model indicates that the pressure drop
experienced in the fast lance case is nearly 4.3 kPa higher than when the straight or bored lance
tips are used. This occurs due to the intensified combustion in the fast lance case, resulting in lower
gas densities, higher gas velocities at the tuyere outlet, and a higher total pressure drop across the
tuyere.

Raceway modeling was also undertaken for each of these cases. The shape and size of the raceway
in all three cases is fairly similar, however, there is significant variation in gas temperature and
species distributions throughout the raceway region. From the gas temperature distributions shown
in Figure 70, it can be observed that the high temperature regions are shifted toward the side of the
raceway opposite from the natural gas plume. This occurs due to the asymmetric nature of gas
injection inside the tuyere. Natural gas consumes more oxygen to the right side of the tuyere jet
(when viewed from the inside of the furnace looking back at the tuyere).

Figure 70. Gas temperature distributions inside the raceway from a side view (top) and a top
view (bottom) for all three cases.
As observed in Figure 71, the free oxygen remaining on the left side (opposite the natural gas
plume) reacts with coke and combusts rapidly, generating significant heat, while the products of
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CH4 combustion undergo endothermic reactions, generating hydrogen gas and carbon monoxide.
This leads to the primary differences between the fast, straight, and bored lance cases. More rapid
natural gas combustion consumes more oxygen, leaving less available to react with coke in the
raceway, and reducing the raceway average temperature.

Figure 71. Oxygen distribution inside the raceway from a side view (top) and a top view
(bottom).
These results indicate that while the lance type has little influence on the size and shape of the
raceway, lance designs that serve to enhance combustion can have a significant influence on gas
species distribution. This in turn can have an effect upon the gas utilization of the upper regions
of the furnace. The primary finding from this study was the effect of lance design on furnace
pressure drops. At lower production rates, many blast furnaces undertake efforts to maintain blast
velocity, often by plugging tuyeres. However, this study indicates that under lower production rate
conditions where wind rates are also lower, lance designs that enhance gas combustion in the
tuyere can provide extra tuyere jet velocity and maintain raceway stability without forcing the
plant to undertake the costly process of plugging and unplugging tuyeres. Results also indicate that
too much combustion in the tuyere can lead to high tuyere pressure drops, which can lead to
problems at high production rate conditions under which blast furnace wind rates are at peak plant
capacity.
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In addition to the specific focus on tuyere pressure drops and stable operation, research was also
conducted to examine the RAFT analogue for the furnace in the fast lance case, as the simulated
scenarios utilized only natural gas injection. As previously mentioned, gas is supplied at a rate of
100 kg/MTHM, and while this is significantly lower than the theoretical maximum value of 150
kg/MTHM explored in the scenarios using the AK Steel Dearborn Works blast furnace, the furnace
experiences much lower gas temperatures in the raceway region, with a RAFT analogue of roughly
1,950 K (±4%). This value is nearly 100 K below the average minimum RAFT for North American
blast furnaces. Production rates at the Lake Erie Works furnace are lower than those at the AK
Steel Dearborn Works plant, and oxygen enrichment in the blast is far higher to compensate for
these conditions. However, due to the heavy economic incentive to use natural gas as opposed to
pulverized coal, these conditions were maintained. Further research could explore the effects of
pre-heating the injected natural gas to increase the furnace flame temperatures.

Additionally, as seen in Figure 72, the Topographical Flame Temperature of the Fast Lance case
indicates that the gas temperatures above the raceway are significantly different from results
observed in co-injection furnaces utilizing both PCI and natural gas injection. High gas
temperatures are concentrated near the nose of the raceway, in the plume of heat generated by
natural gas combustion.

Figure 72. TOFT at the LEW furnace raceway upper surface.
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Distributions of gas temperature at the surface of the raceway vary slightly between the three cases
examined in this research, however, the fast lance case best illustrates the reduced temperatures
generated via reaction of CH4 combustion products with coke in the raceway region, as a much
greater fraction of injected natural gas has burned in the tuyere. It is clear that the combustion of
natural gas itself has led to the variations in local temperature, as natural gas does not linger in the
raceway region in the same manner as pulverized coal and coke particles. Additionally, these
conditions make clear the necessity of increased oxygen enrichment when operating at high natural
gas injection rates, both to increase furnace heat and improve thermal uniformity through the
combustion of coke with oxygen in the hot blast.

4.3 Investigation of Effects of PCI on Combustion and Injection Lance Wear
U.S. Steel’s Gary Works facility, located in Gary, IN, operates several large-scale blast furnaces.
The #14 blast furnace is the largest at the plant, capable of producing 8,350 metric tons of pig iron
per day. It is supplied hot blast by 34 tuyeres around the furnace annulus. This portion of the
research endeavors to examine the effects of design and operating parameters on combustion
characteristics and injection lance wear in the Gary Works #14 blast furnace [87].

4.3.1 Simulation Geometry
The modeled portion of the #14 blast furnace contains a single tuyere (representative of all tuyeres
operating within the furnace), including a natural gas injection lance and a pulverized coal injection
lance, as well as the raceway generated by standard operating conditions at the furnace. Boundary
conditions used for the model include an outflow boundary at the outlet of the tuyere (with
radiation heat flux considered based on estimated internal emissivity and black body temperature
of the blast furnace raceway). The outer walls of the domain include heat flux boundary conditions
to model heat loss due to cooling water passing over the tuyere, and natural convection to ambient
air outside the thermal insulation on the blowpipe shell is simulated. Material properties and
ambient temperatures are gathered from plant data. The geometry of the blowpipe and tuyere
region modeled in this study is shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 73. Tuyere and blowpipe region geometry with auxiliary fuel injection lances.
The operating conditions simulated for the baseline case of this study were selected based on
typical operation at the Gary Works #14 furnace. Process parameters were a wind rate of 284,000
Nm3/hr, a hot blast temperature of 1470 K, 124 kg/MTHM of PCI, and a natural gas flow rate of
5,600 Nm3/hr.

4.3.2 Baseline Case
Injection lances at the Gary Works #14 furnace are arranged in such fashion that auxiliary fuels
enter the tuyere in two plumes directly atop one another. Natural gas combustion begins almost
immediately after the fuel leaves the lance, producing a plume of high temperature gas within the
tuyere. Based on previous analyses, it would be expected that these high temperature gases would
assist in the heating of pulverized coal, however, as the injection lances are staggered and enter
from opposite sides of the tuyere, very little mixing occurs between the gas plume and the
pulverized coal stream. Figures 74 and 75 show the distribution of gas temperature and released
volatile mass fraction within the tuyere respectively.
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Figure 74. Gas temperature distribution inside the tuyere.

Figure 75. Released volatile mass fraction distribution inside the tuyere.
The average gas temperature at the outlet of the tuyere increases by roughly 200 K from the hot
blast temperature, to 1,670 K (±4%). The average gas velocity at the tuyere exit is approximately
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190 m/s (±4%). Examination of the pulverized coal particles at the tuyere outlet reveals that
roughly 7% of volatile matter has been devolatilized. Figures 76 and 77 help to illustrate the cause
of this phenomenon. As previously mentioned, the injection apparatus results in little mixing
between the two fuel streams. Results in this study appear similar to the results of previous studies
in which poor mixing between the natural gas plume and the pulverized coal stream resulted in
low devolatilization in the tuyere.

Figure 76. Streamlines of natural gas flow and path lines of pulverized coal particles, colored by
temperature.
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Figure 77. Average natural gas and pulverized coal temperatures plotted inside the tuyere.
Results from raceway modeling show standard jet flow leaving the tuyere, forming recirculation
regions inside the raceway and generating reducing gases through the reaction of oxygen, injected
fuels, coke, and combustion products. Gas flow patterns and temperature distributions inside the
raceway are shown in Figure 78, while gas species distributions inside the raceway are shown in
Figure 79.

Figure 78. Gas temperature distributions and streamlines inside the raceway for the baseline
case.
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Figure 79. Predicted gas species distributions on a vertical cross-section of the raceway for the
baseline case.
4.3.3 Investigation of Injection Lance Design
The primary focus of this study was the effects of injection lance design and location on coinjection combustion phenomena within the tuyere region. Two design modifications were tested.
The first utilized an extended PCI lance with a cut tip angled to 45 degrees. In the second injection
apparatus design modification, the auxiliary fuel injection lances were retracted by 6.35 cm (2.5
in) along their axes. The geometries used in the simulation of both of these cases are compared to
the baseline geometry in Figure 80.
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Figure 80. Geometry of tuyere injection region for the baseline design, cut PCI lance design, and
retracted lance design.
Flow patterns inside the tuyere vary most between the baseline and retracted lance cases. Adjusting
the entry position of both auxiliary fuels into the tuyere region leads to improved mixing of the
natural gas flow and pulverized coal stream, and higher dispersion of pulverized coal particles
throughout the tuyere. This phenomenon is detailed in Figure 81.
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Figure 81. Path lines of coal particles through the tuyere, colored by temperature.
Table 7 details the combustion characteristics inside the tuyere for the three cases simulated.

Table 7. Comparison of tuyere combustion characteristics for Gary Works #14.
Case

Average Outlet Gas
Temp (K) (±4%)

Natural Gas
Consumption

Volatile Release
Fraction

Case 1 (Baseline)
Case 2 (Cut PCI lance)
Case 3 (Retracted by 2.5 in)

1580
1620
1630

36.1%
39.9%
45.3%

7.0%
9.0%
33.0%

There are apparent advantages to retracting both lances, including an increase in devolatilization
of nearly 20% compared to the baseline case. This increase is primarily due to rapid pre-heating
of the pulverized coal particles through better mixing with the natural gas plume. However, these
adjustments in injection design also present some potential drawbacks related to PCI lance
reliability. When the design modifications proposed in case 2 (the cut tip lance) were implemented
at the blast furnace, some PCI lances began to exhibit failures and cracks located roughly 19 cm
from the lance tip. Examining the simulation results for case 2 provided possible explanations for
the damage. Modifications in the lance geometry led to a minor increase in total convective and
radiative heat transfer to the PCI lance surface in the location where the plant lances failed, as
observed in Figure 81.
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Figure 82. Contours of lance surface temperature (left) and lance surface temperature plotted
along the measuring line (right).
The higher temperature region that resulted from this phenomenon, combined with the increased
possibility for physical lance damage during the modification process likely led to the lance
failures observed at U.S. Steel Gary Works.

4.3.4 Investigation of PCI Rate
In addition to the comparison of injection lance apparatus design, simulations of varied coal
injection rates were performed to gain a better understanding of pulverized coal combustion
characteristics under high injection rate conditions. With a fixed natural gas injection rate, five
different PCI rates were compared through simulations in this study. In addition to the baseline
case (124 kg/NTHM), simulations were conducted using injection rates of 100, 137.5, 150, 162.5,
and 175 kg/NTHM. All cases utilized the standard injection apparatus design. As expected, Figure
82 and Table 8 indicate that gas temperature distributions, natural gas combustion rates, and
devolatilization rates inside the tuyere do not vary significantly between cases.

Figure 83. Gas temperature distribution on the tuyere center plane for each PCI rate case.
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Table 8. Comparison of combustion properties for varied injection rate cases (tuyere).
Case

PCI rate
(kg/mthm)

Average Outlet
Temp (K) (±4%)

Natural Gas
Consumption

Devolatilization

Case 4
Case 1
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8

100
124 (Baseline)
137.5
150
162.5
175

1580
1580
1575
1575
1575
1575

33.9 %
33.7 %
33.4 %
33.5 %
33.2 %
33.3 %

4.1 %
4.2 %
4.0 %
4.2 %
4.1 %
4.1 %

More variation between cases becomes apparent through analysis of raceway combustion results,
listed in Table 9. Simulations predict that fuel burnout rate over the raceway decreases as the PCI
rate is increased from 100 to 150 kg/MTHM. Beyond 150 kg/MTHM, it appears that the fuel
burnout rate reaches a plateau at the upper range of feasible injection conditions.

Table 9. Comparison of combustion properties for varied injection rate cases (raceway).
Case

PCI rate
(kg/mthm)

Volatile burnout
ratio

Case 4
Case 1
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8

100
124 (Baseline)
137.5
150
162.5
175

50.9%
69.6%
55.4%
53.3%
51.1%
48.0%

Char burnout
rate

78.6%
64.3%
57.6%
47.6%
46.6%
50.1%

Total burnout
rate

68.0%
66.3%
56.6%
49.8%
49.1%
49.3%

The results from these simulations provide some basis for general industry experience indicating
that most blast furnaces begin to encounter operational instability when striving for higher
pulverized coal injection rates. These simulations indicate that insufficient mixing of pulverized
coal with oxygen from the hot blast results in a significant fraction of the injected pulverized coal
going unconsumed in the raceway. As previously mentioned, this can lead to poor coke bed
permeability in the lower regions of the furnace, increased pressure drops, burden hanging, and
other damaging phenomena. In order to achieve higher PCI rates, industry operators will need to
explore adoption of new methods and designs, like those detailed throughout this research,
including lance positioning, lance tip design, co-injection of natural gas, and other novel concepts.
These methods can increase the combustion efficiency of injected fuels, improving furnace
stability, increasing production rates, and reducing total furnace fuel consumption and operating
expenditures.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

5.1 Conclusion
5.1.1 CFD Model and Methodology Development
A multi-component 3-D CFD model for simulating gas flow and raceway formation under
different hot blast and injection conditions and furnace geometries has been developed, calibrated,
and implemented for the analysis of several industry-scale blast furnaces. This process consists of
several sub-models, one for modeling the tuyere and blowpipe region, another for modeling the
formation of the raceway, and a final model for combustion within the raceway. The entire raceway
simulation methodology includes representations of the major flow and chemical reaction
phenomena within the blast furnace raceway, including gas-solid combustion, devolatilization,
solid particle motion, turbulence, heat and mass transfer, and raceway formation. Additionally,
these models were validated against industrial measurement data and observations for multiple
operating blast furnaces. The following list details the major model revisions and developments of
this research.

1. A revised computational model for raceway formation has been developed through the
course of this research. The formulation for interphase momentum exchange has been
enhanced to better account for the high relative velocities between the tuyere jet and coke
particle phase during the raceway formation simulation. This is accomplished via a revised
calculation of particle drag coefficient to take into account the shifts in drag force and
particle terminal velocity at high Reynolds numbers. The raceway size and shape match
well with theoretical correlations as well as comparisons with industrial observations.
Additionally, a new solver methodology for this model has been developed in FORTRAN.
This development will allow the formation and combustion models to be seamlessly
interfaced in a single, integrated solver. In this way, the two solvers can now utilize the
same computational grid, and the total time necessary for computational simulation is
significantly reduced. As an aside, this solver can be expanded upon in future research to
develop a parallelized integrated blast furnace raceway model, further increasing
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computational efficiency and expanding the range and breadth of conditions that could be
modeled.

2. A methodology was developed for the calculation of a RAFT analogue from CFD
simulation data. This value is calculated by taking a mass-weighted average of temperature
for CO, H2, and N2, the final reducing gases produced after the reaction of all carbon,
oxygen, and water vapor have reacted in the raceway and nearby coke bed. This RAFT
analogue can be utilized to directly compare CFD predictions of raceway conditions with
calculated RAFT values (based on mass and energy balance for a given set of operating
conditions) utilized by furnace operators in the field. The computational RAFT analogue
compared favorably to RAFT values from typical conditions at an industrial blast furnace,
with a total variance of less than 2%. The RAFT analogue both allows for extremely useful
validation of CFD blast furnace modeling, and presents further opportunities to illuminate
one of the most significant factors in blast furnace operation.

3. The distribution and combustion of injected fuels has a significant influence upon the
corresponding distribution of gas temperatures in the raceway region. As previously
mentioned, RAFT is traditionally calculated as a single uniform value for a given raceway.
In the past, when blast furnace operation relied primarily on coke combustion with oxygen
from the hot blast, this single value average was often acceptable. However, with the rise
of injected fuels, combustion across the furnace raceway is often no longer uniform and
symmetric. Modeling and visualization has indicated that there exist significant variations
in gas temperature. With this in mind, this research has developed a new method to portray
these variations in a manner useful to industrial furnace operators, referred to as the
Topographical Flame Temperature (TOFT). The TOFT presents previously unavailable
information regarding furnace gas temperature distributions, helping to highlight the
fundamental causes behind furnace wear, instability, and other factors. Additionally, the
TOFT could be expanded into a kind of uniformity index to provide a single value by which
the distribution of raceway gas temperature could be examined.
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5.1.2 Research Findings
In this research, these CFD models were combined and utilized in conjunction with a unique
analysis methodology to analyze and optimize operating conditions and designs of injection
apparatuses for several blast furnaces through numerical simulation by varying auxiliary fuel
injection rates, lance tip designs, injection position within the tuyere, and injection methods.
Findings have been validated against industrial operations data and observed conditions within
multiple furnaces. The major findings of the research studies conducted using this simulation
methodology follow.

1. The novel fuel injection techniques explored in this research, primarily the alteration of
PCI carrier gas from nitrogen/air to natural gas may present an as yet untapped method of
enhancing injected auxiliary fuel combustion. Simulations have indicated that improved
mixing and enhanced heat transfer under these conditions could increase fuel burnout rates
by as much as 23%. In addition, due to the removal of nitrogen as the carrier gas for
pulverized coal, there is the potential for an increase in furnace production rate by nearly
2.5%. This switch may present difficulties in industrial implementation; however, the
potential benefits to fuel combustion within the raceway presents significant potential.

2. Utilizing the Topographical Flame Temperature distribution and RAFT Analogue,
research regarding the effects of high-rate natural gas injection was conducted. While there
are obvious benefits to NGI operation, including cost savings and reduction in char loading
on the furnace, increased natural gas combustion leads to additional endothermic reactions
within the raceway, consuming heat energy. The results of simulation studies clearly
indicate an inverse correlation between the natural gas injection rate and a RAFT analogue,
as well as a significant shift in the gas temperature distributions throughout the lower parts
of the furnace. These changes could be exploited to improve campaign life, or they could
lead to potential furnace instability due to reduced available heat. Regardless, it is crucial
for operators in the field be aware of the potential effects of auxiliary fuel injection
conditions, regardless of the economic incentives supporting natural gas injection.
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3. When operating a pulverized coal injection system, careful attention must be paid to
dispersion of the pulverized coal plume in order to ensure sufficient mixing of coal particles
with oxygen. High plume dispersion, generated either through specific design
modifications or through impingement of gas flows, typically results in better mixing
between coal particles, carrier gas, and the hot blast air. Low plume dispersion can result
in slower particle heating. This, in turn, may lead to low fuel burnout rates, and reduced
furnace efficiency. Pulverized coal plume size can be monitored in the field through
currently available methods such as tuyere cameras or peep-sight observation.

4. Related to finding 5, attempting high pulverized coal injection rates using standard lance
injection techniques often presents serious difficulties for blast furnace stability due to low
burnout rates. High PCI rates often lead to poor plume dispersion, resulting in poor heating
of pulverized coal particles, low volatile release rates, and less oxygen/coal mixing.
Unburned pulverized coal particles present significant potential detriments to furnace
operation, as they enter the coke bed and decrease permeability. This reduction in
permeability can lead to other concerns such as burden hanging, high pressure drops, and
an increased possibility for blocked tuyeres. The modeling techniques utilized in this study
can adequately predict pulverized coal burnout, however, further development may be
necessary to accurately capture the movement of unburned particulates in the coke bed
beyond the raceway, as well as any interactions they may have with the densely packed
coke bed in the lower portions of the furnace.

5. Simulation studies have indicated that novel lance tip designs have a significant influence
on gas flow distribution inside the tuyere, and can greatly improve the speed at which
injected fuels are combusted. As previously mentioned, lances that can enhance gas mixing
and pulverized coal plume dispersion can greatly assist improving reaction rates and fuel
combustion in the raceway. Improved lance designs have potential for both pulverized coal
and natural gas lances, with a focus on gas and coal plume dispersion in future research.

6. The simulations undertaken in this research indicate that there are significant potential
benefits to modifying the natural gas injection position relative to the PCI location. Placing
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the natural gas injection point upstream of the pulverized coal injection location in the
tuyere can serve to enhance mixing of natural gas and pulverized coal, as well as
dramatically increase devolatilization due to increased heat transfer. These phenomena
result in an increase in injected fuel burnout in the range of 27%, depending on operating
conditions and specific furnace tuyere region design. However, it is noted that this
modification should not be undertaken without first examining the potential impacts upon
the PCI lance. As observed both in simulation results generated by this research work and
previously published literature, natural gas combustion can lead to thermal damage to the
pulverized coal lance, such as burning, sagging, and cracks. This damage can lead to
unexpected shutdowns and capital expenditures, negating potential advantages gained
through the enhanced combustion efficiency.

5.2 Future Research
Future research includes several areas of focus. These include the analysis of the combustion
characteristics of natural gas and pulverized co-injection inside a CFD model of an industry
operated test rig, exploration of the potential behind pre-heated natural gas injection in industrial
blast furnaces, and further work to integrate existing models of the blast furnace shaft with the
newly improved raceway formation simulation model detailed in this research.

Comparisons of the tuyere and blowpipe region model with experimental test runs at a Praxair
facility are currently in progress as a part of work within the Steel Manufacturing Simulation and
Visualization Consortium (SMSVC). Simulations will strive to further calibrate the CFD model,
test the effects of various coal blends on combustion performance, and examine the impacts of
new pulverized coal lance designs on combustion within the both CFD modeling and physical
testing environments. These comparisons will also allow for a detailed study of any unique
phenomena present in a physical test rig when compared to the CFD model.

Further research into the potential for pre-heating natural gas before injection into the tuyeres will
be undertaken in the future. Theoretically, this approach could provide enough supplemental heat
energy to operate the blast furnace raceway at higher natural gas injection levels without reducing
gas temperatures in the furnace to levels below safe values for stable operation. Additionally, the
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newly developed TOFT could be utilized to examine temperature distributions above the raceway
to better quantify the causes of heavy wear on the furnace bosh and other regions. The TOFT may
also be related to furnace operational stability, and further studies could seek to investigate whether
large variations in temperature across the raceway relate to unstable furnace operation in practice.

Further upgrades to both the in-house raceway and shaft models could improve computational
efficiency by allowing for automatic data transmission from the raceway to the shaft. Ongoing
collaborative projects with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory aim to parallelize both inhouse CFD codes, allowing for the application of high performance computing to enhance the
simulation process. Such efforts will be key to further progress in blast furnace modeling, as
increased computational speed brings modeling closer to real-time analysis, potentially providing
operators with new tools for analyzing individual furnaces under unique conditions.
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